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ABSTRACT

Historically, fossil fuel consumers in most developing hydrocarbon-rich countries have

enjoyed retail prices at a discount from international benchmarks. Governments of these

countries consider the subsidy transfer to be a means for sharing the wealth from their

resource endowment. These subsidies create negative economic, environmental, and social

distortions, which can only increase over time with a fast growing, young, and rich popula-

tion. The pressure to phase out these subsidies has been mounting over the last years. At

the same time, policy makers in resource-rich developing countries are keen to obtain the

greatest benefits for their economies from the extraction of their exhaustible resources. To

this end, they are deploying local content policies with the aim of increasing the economic

linkages from extracting their resources. Against this background, this dissertation’s three

essays evaluate (1) the global impact of rationalizing transport fuel prices, (2) how resource-

rich countries can achieve the objectives behind fuel subsidies more efficiently through direct

cash transfers, and (3) the economic tradeoffs from deploying local content policies and

the presence of an optimal path. We begin by reviewing the literature and building the

case for rationalizing transport fuel prices to reflect their direct costs (production), indirect

costs (road maintenance) and negative externalities (climate change, local pollutants, traffic

accidents and congestion). To do so, we increase the scope of the economic literature by

presenting an algorithm to evaluate the rationalized prices in different countries. Then, we

apply this algorithm to quantify the rationalized prices across 123 countries in a partial

equilibrium setting. Finally, we present the first comprehensive measure of the impact of

rationalizing fuel prices on the global demand for gasoline and diesel, environmental emis-

sions, government revenues, and consumers welfare. By rationalizing transport fuel prices

we estimate that the demand for gasoline could be reduced by 7.8 percent and that of diesel

by 5.9 percent. This would lead to not only reduction in the associated negative external-
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ities, but also to the generation of more than USD400 billion in revenues for governments.

However, the partial equilibrium analysis in essay one ignores the general equilibrium effects

that will be mainly driven by how the government spends the subsidy. In essay 2, we build

the case for phasing out these subsidies and accompanying that by a welfare compensating

cash transfer. In order to evaluate the impact of that on consumers welfare, we develop a

numerical model for Saudi Arabia in a general equilibrium setting to discuss a phase out of

transport fuel subsidies that is. Results show that the Saudi government can increase its

consumers’ welfare up to five percentage points. In case the cash transfer is adjusted to keep

consumers’ utility at the pre-reform level, the required compensating transfer would leave

the government with three percentage points of additional revenues. Finally, we highlight

policy implications of phasing out the transport fuel subsidies. Finally, in essay 3 we turn

our focus to the application of local content policies in the oil and gas sector. There is

limited literature that investigates economic linkages from the extractive industries, assesses

intertemporal tradeoffs, and guides the design of efficient and sustainable policies. Our con-

tribution in this essay is three-fold. First, we present the first comprehensive analysis of

economic linkages from the oil and gas sector across 48 countries. Then, we analyze the eco-

nomic distortions from applying local content policies using a Hotelling type optimal control

model with an international oil company maximizing its profits subject to a local content re-

quirement. Finally, we investigate the presence of a socially optimal local content level when

the social planner maximizing the net benefits from the extraction of resources. The social

planner is presented with social objectives and a learning curve that are not internalized by

the international oil companies. Findings reveal that in presence of (1) social benefits from

using domestic input or (2) learning curve effects, there exists an optimal local content path

that increases with cumulative production.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Governments across the world are faced by growing concerns around the negative exter-

nalities associated with fossil fuels (e.g., climate change, air quality). These concerns are

aggravated in hydrocarbon-rich countries where the prices of petroleum products are gener-

ally subsidized. In these countries, policy makers are anxious to obtain the greatest benefits

for their economies from the extraction of their exhaustible resources. To achieve the desired

goals, governments of these countries are deploying local content policies that aim at increas-

ing the domestic share of goods and services along the value chain of operations. Against

this background, this dissertation takes the form of three essays.

The first essay draws on the growing concerns around the negative externalities and the

socioeconomic pressures that are building the momentum towards reducing fossil fuel con-

sumption for road transport and rationalizing prices to reflect direct, indirect and externality

costs. In this essay, we have three main contributions. First, we survey policies aimed at re-

ducing transport fuel consumption. Out of these policies, we chose fiscal instruments for our

extensive quantitative analysis carried out in a supply and demand framework for 123 coun-

tries. Second, we quantify the rationalized cost of transport fuels to reflect the direct costs

(production), indirect costs (road maintenance), and negative externalities (climate change,

local pollutants, traffic accidents and congestion). Finally, we measure the change in de-

mand, environmental emissions, government revenues and welfare induced by successively

phasing in our three cost categories.

The partial equilibrium analysis in essay one ignores the effects of revenues recycling into

the economy, the fact that the government will spend the revenues generated from ratio-

nalizing prices, which will affect the fossil fuels market, consumer’s welfare as well as other

sectors in the economy. To this end, the second essay looks at the distortions associated
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with fuel subsidies in a general equilibrium context analyzing the economic efficiency of the

subsidy to that of a direct cash transfer. The subsidy creates negative economic, environ-

mental, and social distortions, which will become an ever increasing burden with a growing

and increasingly rich young population. Although, the economic literature has been calling

for the phase out of these subsidies, little work has been done to quantify the effect of their

phase-out. Given the level of these subsidies in hydrocarbon-rich countries, it is critical

to quantify the impact of the subsidy removal and adoption of alternative revenue recy-

cling policies on consumers’ welfare in a general equilibrium setting. In this essay, we have

three main contributions. First, we build the case for reforming transport fuel subsidies in

resource-rich countries. Second, we present a numerical model for Saudi Arabia to illustrate

the welfare implications of the subsidy phase out when it is accompanied by a cash transfer.

Finally, we present lessons learned from other countries and highlight policy implications for

phasing out transport fuel subsidies.

Another aspect gaining traction in resource-rich developing countries is the application

of local content policies (LCPs). Through the application of pricing mechanism (e.g., price

preference to local suppliers, cost recovery of training costs) or more popular quota based

mechanisms (e.g., minimum local content requirement for purchasing of goods and services)

governments aim at maximizing the economy wide benefits from the extraction of their

resources. The case for government intervention through LCPs is potentially justified by the

correction of market failures. The traditionally and most commonly cited market failures are

the presence of social externalities and the existence of a learning curve in input industries.

Research related to the application of LCP in extractive industries is mainly qualitative.

We are not aware of any attempt to measure the tradeoffs and economic impact of LCPs

and their sustainability over time. The contribution of this third essay is to fill in the void

and assist policy makers in the design of efficient and sustainable LCPs. To this end, we

present the first comprehensive analyzes of economic linkages from the oil and gas sector

across 48 countries. Then, we use an optimal control model to investigate the conditions

2



under which an optimal path of local content exists in the case of the presence of social

benefits or a learning curve not internalized by the international oil companies. Then, we

outline intertemporal tradeoffs from the deployment of LCPs and analyze the conditions for

an optimal local content level.
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CHAPTER 2

RATIONALIZING TRANSPORT FUELS PRICING POLICIES AND EFFECTS ON

GLOBAL FUEL CONSUMPTION, EMISSIONS GOVERNMENT REVENUES AND

WELFARE

Today, a confluence of factors, such as growing concerns about associated consumption

externalities and socioeconomic pressures, is building the momentum towards reducing fossil

fuel consumption for road transport and rationalizing prices to reflect direct, indirect and

externality costs. In this first paper, we have three main contributions. First, we survey

policies aimed at reducing transport fuel consumption. Out of these policies, we chose fiscal

instruments for our extensive quantitative analysis carried out in a supply and demand

framework for 123 countries. Second, we quantify the rationalized cost of transport fuels

to reflect the direct costs (production), indirect costs (road maintenance), and negative

externalities (climate change, local pollutants, traffic accidents and congestion). Finally, we

measure the change in demand, environmental emissions, government revenues and welfare

induced by successively phasing in our three cost categories. By rationalizing prices, we

estimate that total demand for gasoline could be reduced by 7.8 percent and that of diesel

by 5.9 percent. This would lead to not only reduction in associated negative externalities,

but also generate an estimated $400 billion in revenues to governments.

2.1 Introduction

Externalities from transport fuels result from a combination of miles traveled and fuels

consumed. Among the long list of negative direct externalities, Parry & Small (2005) argue

that quantitative estimates rank climate change, pollution, congestion and traffic accidents

on top of the list.

Under a business-as-usual scenario, global greenhouse gas emissions will rise by about 70%

between now and 2050 (OECD, 2009). As shown in Figure 2.1, the transport sector is
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responsible for 23 percent of CO2 emissions generated by fossil fuels. By fuel, gasoline

represents 55 percent of road transport emissions, and diesel another 43 percent. Local

pollutants are increasingly being internalized in the industrial countries, where regulations

have reversed the increasing trend.1 However, local pollutants are on an upward trajectory in

emerging economies (EDGAR, 2013). For instance, Asian emissions of sulfur dioxide (SO2)

from burning transportation fuels increased 50 percent and nitrogen oxides (NOX) emissions

increased over 20 percent from 2000 to 2006. Traffic congestion is a major challenge facing

mega cities around the world (Gurjar et al., 2008). Figure 2.2 presents air quality and

travel time per mile for 14 mega cities around the world. According to the International

Road Federation (2010), over half a million people are killed every year by traffic accidents.

Climate change, pollution, congestion and traffic accident externalities have adverse negative

effects on productivity and health, potentially limiting the economic growth of nations.

Figure 2.1: CO2 emissions by sector on the left and emissions by fuel in road transport on
the right (2009). Source: IEA (2011b)

The existence of such externalities calls for corrective actions by governments. While

different policies could be available, fiscal instruments are often considered to be the most

1For example, highway vehicle emissions of carbon monoxide fell over 75 percent in the U.S. from 1970 to
2008.
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Figure 2.2: Air quality and congestion in selected cities. Source: Parry (2012)
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effective (Parry, 2012). Fiscal instruments attempt to address externality problems by ex-

ploiting the various behavioral responses throughout the economy in a least cost manner.

Furthermore, fiscal instruments generate revenues for governments, essential for developing

countries, in addition to potential ‘double dividend effects’2 (Parry, 2012).

On another front, socioeconomic issues associated with the subsidy of transport fuel

prices, especially in hydrocarbon-rich countries, are putting pressure on governments to re-

form pricing policies. Issues associated with subsidies include the weakening of incentives for

higher fuel economy (Morgan, 2007a), the flow of subsidies to higher income groups instead

of equal distribution among nationals or targeted groups (IMF, 2010), and a suboptimal al-

location of gasoline to the domestic and export markets, leading to losses in foreign exchange

revenues (Birol et al., 2010; de Moor, 2001; IEA, 2011).

Going forward, the concerns around consumption externalities coupled with socioeco-

nomic pressures will further build up the pressure on governments to rationalize their trans-

port fuel prices to reflect direct, indirect and externality costs. In this context, Parry &

Small (2005) find that the gasoline tax in the U.S. is below the socially optimal level, con-

trary to Britain where they find taxes are too high. Parry et al. (2007) draw further on the

case of the U.S. through analyzing the effects of the U.S. Corporate Fuel Efficiency (CAFE)

standards on the level of externalities associated with transport fuels. Recently, Parry (2012)

carried out an application of rationalizing gasoline taxes to internalize consumption exter-

nalities for Mauritius.While these represent limited country specific cases, no one has looked

at the global impact of rationalizing transport fuel prices on fuel consumption levels and

environmental emissions, which we will do in this paper.

2Supporters of the double dividend effect argument state that when a government rationalizes prices it realizes
a first dividend from internalizing the externality and a second one from reducing other fiscal distortions
(i.e. income and capital taxes) offset by the revenues from the corrective tax (Nordhaus, 1993; Summers,
1991). Opponents to this view argue that the economy wide effects are more distortive (Bovenberg & de
Mooij, 1994). Parry (1995) draws on the literature in this topic to conclude that the idea of double dividend
is specific to the fiscal regime in place and context of the economy structure, requiring the need for general
equilibrium settings.
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This paper is structured as follows. The first section provides a brief survey of policies

affecting transport fuel consumption. Pricing is the most prominent of these policies, for

instance we have found no country that does not either tax or subsidize transport fuels. For

this most ubiquitous of policies, we next consider rationalizing pricing schemes so that prices

include both direct and indirect externality affects. In Section 2.2, we consider such price

rationalization schemes for 123 countries responsible for over 98 percent of the global demand

for gasoline and diesel. In Section 2.3, we present the data and methodology for measuring

the change in quantity demanded and environmental emissions induced by rationalizing

prices. We explain the approach for impact analysis and data in Section 2.4. We present

results and sensitivity analysis in Section 2.5 with concluding remarks in Section 2.6.

2.2 A Survey of Transport Fuels Policies

The world’s weighted average of price less taxes in 2008 for gasoline is around

$1.94 per gallon and $2.79 per gallon for diesel. However, there is great heterogeneity

in transport fuels prices across countries. Differences in these internationally traded com-

modities are largely the result of varying transfer levels (i.e., subsidy, tax), as demonstrated

in Figure 2.3. See the Appendix for the computation of taxes and subsidies. Diamonds

below the dotted green line are subsidizing diesel fuel and to the left of the dotted red line

are subsidizing gasoline. Our computations and Figure 2.3 suggest that 21 countries were

subsidizing gasoline and diesel fuel and another 7 countries were subsidizing only diesel fuel

in 2008. However, more often countries were taxing fuels and sometimes quite heavily.

Transport fuel taxes have arisen for various reasons. High transport fuel taxes in Western

Europe originated from the need to fund post World War II reconstruction plans. Gasoline,

considered a luxury good with inelastic demand, was highly taxed. Somewhat lower diesel

taxes, as noted in Figure 2.4 (countries listed in the gray area have higher gasoline than

diesel taxes), were aimed at keeping down freight transport rates and enabling their industry

to be more competitive. This differential, coupled with changing vehicle technologies, has

encouraged a major switch of the passenger fleet towards diesel engines in some countries.

8



Figure 2.3: Gasoline and diesel retail prices across 171 countries as of November 2008 ($/gal-
lon). Source: GTZ (2009) and author computations
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For instance, over two thirds of new light duty passenger vehicle sales in France and just

over half of new light duty passenger vehicles in Western Europe in 2010 had diesel engines.

With rapid diesel penetration, the share of total light duty passenger diesel registrations had

reached about 35% in Western Europe by 2009 (ACEA, 2012). In the U.S., the picture is

reversed. Diesel is slightly more heavily taxed with regulations related to local pollutants

emissions hindering the penetration of diesel in the consumer transport sector. Overall,

transport fuel taxes in the U.S. have been much lower than in Europe, and they have been

more closely earmarked for highway funding. For instance, 90% of the Federal gasoline tax

goes to the Federal Highway Trust, 8.5% goes towards Mass Transit, and 1.5% goes to the

Leaky Underground Storage Trust (U.S. Federal Highway Administration, 2010).

Figure 2.4: Gasoline vs. diesel taxes in select countries in 2009. Source: IEA (2010a)
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Early energy subsidies for transport fuels were more often located in oil producing coun-

tries where they were considered to be a means of resource wealth sharing (IEA, 2011).

Examples include Venezuela and Saudi Arabia which have some of the lowest retail gasoline

prices in the world. In non-energy exporting emerging markets, subsidies were sometimes

used to shield their inhabitants from rapidly increasing prices such as from 2004–2008.3

Sometimes fuel subsidies may have had ulterior motives. For example, some recent subsi-

dies for transportation bio-fuels in the OECD (2012) are criticized as being used to protect

domestic agricultural support programs with little true environmental benefits (Doornbosch

& Steenblik, 2007). The U.S. is a case in point, where ethanol production had been highly

subsidized,4 ethanol tariffs had been in place, while the U.S. Energy Independence and Se-

curity Act of 2007 (EISA, 2007) mandates increasing use of renewables as transport fuels.5

Subsidies in some countries in Europe have been even higher with estimates in some cases

of over $6 per gallon for ethanol and over $2.50 per gallon for biodiesel based on the fossil

fuel displaced (Doornbosch & Steenblik, 2007).

Concerns about transportation fuel consumption externalities (e.g., local pollution, cli-

mate change, energy security) in many importing countries have led governments to target

and re-enforce policies specifically aimed at total transport fuel use and mix. U.S. CAFE

standards, enacted in 1975 after the first oil embargo, were aimed at increasing vehicle fuel

efficiency and reducing fuel consumption. Those standards were increased in EISA (2007).6

Brazil’s ethanol vehicle program, enacted in the late 1970’s, required ethanol to be

blended into gasoline with the goal of changing the fuel mix away from petroleum-based

fuels towards a domestic renewable fuel (Rico, 2007). More recently with the manufacture

of flex fuel vehicles, over 90% of new Brazilian vehicles sold can burn multiple fuels (Freitas

& Kaneko, 2011). Other similar policies include “gas guzzler” taxes on less efficient vehicles,

3See Kojima (2009) for discussion of such subsidies and stabilization funds for 49 developing countries.
4Around a 50 cents per gallon tax break is offered.
5After more than 30 years, the U.S. tax break and the tariff on ethanol was allowed to lapse on December 31,
2011, although the mandates remain in force (The New York Times, 2012).

6See An et al. (2011) for a discussion of other examples of efficiency standards and other policies that have
been implemented to improve vehicle fuel efficiency.
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“Cash for Clunkers” to get the worst pollution offenders off the road, andfeebates that tax

inefficient vehicles while offering rebates to efficient ones (Goerlich & Wirl, 2012; Greene

et al., 2005).

In addition, governments have urban policies not directly focused on fuel use that can

have large effects on private transport fuel use. Good choices and proper resources applied

to urban transit can have profound effects on urban land use, reducing congestion, increasing

mobility as well as conserving fuel (Schipper, 2010).7 Road pricing and taxing private vehicles

entering the central business district during peak traffic hours as well as limiting the number

of publically available parking spaces can also send better pricing signals impinging on private

fuel use (Goh, 2002; Small & Gomez-Ibanez, 1998).

Local land use policies that have no direct link to transportation services can also have

a major effect on transportation energy use. For example, zoning regulations designed to

maintain a quiet suburban lifestyle may significantly limit population and jobs per square

mile of metropolitan area. Such suburban sprawl greatly reduces the feasibility of providing

public transport services.8

Overall, the landscape of transport fuel policies has been shaped by countries’ self-

interests as well as their historical context. Nowadays, a variety of policies directly and

indirectly influence transport fuel consumption. In the next section, we will focus our atten-

tion specifically on tax and subsidy policies for transport fuels.

2.3 Country Specific Rationalization Schemes

Economic theory tells us that the socially optimal price is the marginal social production

cost, which includes the direct cost of production, any indirect costs as well as externality

affects. Next we will evaluate each of these costs for gasoline and diesel by country and fuel.

For the direct cost, IEA (2011) reports retail prices and taxes for 41 countries for gasoline

and 43 countries for diesel. For these countries, we compute the direct production cost,

without transfers, to be the retail priceless the tax. For the remaining countries, where tax

7For an excellent survey on factors affecting public transit use, see Litman (2012).
8See Litman & Steele (2012) for a discussion of how land use factors influence vehicle travel, etc.
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data is unavailable or countries are subsidizing the products, we evaluate the direct cost

of fuels as equal to the wholesale price plus an advalorem transportation and distribution

margin. As discussed in the appendix, we assume that the wholesale price for each country

is that of the nearest hub. We compute the margin by minimizing the total squared error

between the calculated direct prices and implied wholesale prices for countries where retail

and tax data are not available. As a result, we get an 82.0 percent margin for gasoline and

a 47.8 percent margin for diesel. The higher margin for gasoline is consistent with high use

of diesel for freight and commercial use characterized by fewer distribution centers, larger

volumes per sale and more bulk sales.

The main indirect cost associated with transport fuels is road maintenance cost. GTZ

(2009) indicates that a cost of $0.10 per liter is a rule of thumb number that should be

sufficient to maintain highway roads with an added cost of $0.03–$0.05 per liter for urban

road and transit needs. Statistics Norway reports that 32 percent of road maintenance cost

is labor wages while the rest is material cost. Based on that, we extrapolate the inflation

adjusted average road maintenance cost reported by GTZ (2009) by adjusting the labor

component of the cost to reflect country specific labor costs using data reported by World

Minimum Wage Resource (2009) (See Appendix).

Moving to externalities, we start with climate change. The U.S. government’s Inter-

agency Working Group on Social Cost of Carbon puts CO2 cost at $21 per ton and CO2 has

traded around this value in the EU emissions trading scheme. Although CO2 currently has

been trading at below $10 per ton, this low price is likely related to the European financial

crisis and a surfeit of permits and is not likely to reflect a long term cost.9 We start with

the U.S. number, $21 per ton, and then extrapolate this figure to the remaining countries

by adjusting for differences in purchasing power of each country.10 As per IEA (2010a), we

9Median estimates for CO2 equivalent costs from the Energy Modeling Forum 21 for stabilizing greenhouse
gases at 550 ppm are $27 per ton in 2020. However for stabilizing at the lower 450 ppm the median carbon
cost is more than twice this number in 2020.

10The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change Based states the principle of “common but
differentiated,” indicating that rich countries should bear a larger burden of mitigation responsibilities.
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assume that gasoline combustion results in 8 kg of CO2 per gallon and diesel combustion

results in 10 kg of CO2 per gallon (see Appendix).

Turning to local pollutant externalities, the National Research Council (NRC, 2009)

puts the life-cycle cost of local pollutant damages from gasoline and diesel at 29.02 and

43.81 cents per gallon11 respectively. Small & Verhoef (2007) report a value for gasoline

that is close to that of NRC (2009). Assuming that 30 percent of the cost is incurred in the

combustion phase and adjusting for inflation, we get a marginal cost of 9.0 cents per gallon

for gasoline and 16.5 cents per gallon for diesel.12 The main damage from local pollu-

tants results from particulate matter and the combination of NOx and volatile organic com-

pounds (VOCs), that form atmospheric ozone (O3), causing premature mortality (Muller &

Mendelsohn, 2012; NRC, 2009; Ostro et al., 2006). As such, we extrapolate the above figures

by adjusting for the value of a statistical life and the rate of fleet local pollutants emissions

of each country relative to the U.S. (See Appendix).

Parry et al. (2007) argue that the cost of congestion is the marginal delay due to an

additional vehicle times the value of time (VOT). This externality is road specific and more

generally city specific. Estimating the country level cost is data intensive, especially for the

marginal delay component. FHWA (1997) uses speed-flow curves to calculate the marginal

costs for a selection of urban and rural roads in the U.S. and then weights these values by the

mileage shares in order to calculate a national cost. Fisher et al. (2007) build their national

estimate for the marginal cost of congestion in the U.S. based on a computational model for

Washington D.C. They extrapolate the marginal cost from the capital to the national level

by mileage per pavement ratio and population shares. Parry (2012) builds his estimate for

Mauritius based on travel speed data in the capital, assumptions on marginal delays and

the share of travel that takes place in the capital, other urban areas and rural areas. For

the VOT, Parry argues that it is half of the market wage in general and evaluates the value

11NRC table 3-3 reports a cost of 38.65 cents per gallon of gasoline equivalent for low sulfur diesel, we
translate that into gallons of diesel using the heat conversion factor between gasoline and diesel.

12As shown in figures S-3 in NRC (2009).
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for Mauritius by adjusting that of the U.S. by the ratio of GDP per capita. In our case,

driven by data availability, we use the inflation adjusted cost of congestion estimated by

Parry et al. (2004) for the U.S., 36 cents per gallon for gasoline, as the basis and carry out

three adjustments. First, we adjust for urbanization relative to the U.S. using data from

UN (2011). Second, whenever available, we adjust for vehicles per km of road based on data

of The World Bank (2011). Finally, we adjust for the VOT using the Parry (2012) approach.

The cost is converted to cents per gallon of diesel using a heat conversion factor.

Moving to traffic accidents, International Road Federation (2010) data on fatalities from

accidents is aggregated into one category and thus does not allow us to consider those not

internalized by drivers (i.e., drivers internalize the risk of death to themselves when deciding

how much to drive). In order to estimate the marginal cost of traffic accidents for countries

in sample, we apply Parry’s (2011) approach to fatalities reported by IRF and calibrate

the results to match the marginal cost of accidents for the U.S. reported by Parry & Small

(2005). Details are presented in the Appendix.

Applying the above, we get country specific levels of gasoline and diesel direct costs,

road maintenance costs and externality costs. The Appendix provides calculation details

and results in Table A.1. Given the number of assumptions and extrapolations, our findings

should be taken with caution. To this end, we later carry out, sensitivity analysis on our

findings to test the impact of our assumptions.

Now that we have all the costs, we can rationalize prices by computing the socially optimal

tax that would cause each country to price gasoline and diesel at their social marginal cost.

2.4 Approach for Impact Analysis and Data

We will measure the impact of rationalizing gasoline and diesel prices on quantity de-

manded, CO2 emissions, and potential revenues to be raised taking 2008 as the base year.

We carry out this analysis by moving the market prices towards the optimal social prices in

a series of steps, as follows:
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1. Remove fuel subsidies by raising all subsidized gasoline prices to production cost;

2. Increase prices so that retail price equals at least the direct cost and indirect road

maintenance cost;

3. Increase prices to include external costs so that all retail prices equal at least the direct,

indirect and externality costs;

Change all prices to the rationalized schemes. Thus, raising low taxes as in case 3, but

also lowering taxes where they are too high. For each scenario, we will measure the change

in demand induced by a change in price levels from the current retail prices (Pi) to the

policy scenario price (Pi2), holding all other variables (i.e., income and population) constant.

Building on Dahl (2012):

Qi = βP β2
i Y β3

i Pop
(1−β3)
i (2.1)

Where the post policy scenario demand can be presented as:

Qi2 = βP β2
i2 Y

β3
i2 Pop

(1−β3)
i2 (2.2)

The ratio of post policy scenario demand to 2008 levels can be written as:

Qi2

Qi

=
βP β2

i2 Y
β3
i2 Pop

(1−β3)
i2

βP β2
i Y β3Pop(1−β3)

(2.3)

Holding income and population levels constant for our first four scenarios, predicted Q2 can

be represented as:

Qi2 = Qi

(
Pi2
Pi

)β2
(2.4)

We use the elasticities reported in Dahl (2012) for all countries with price data available

in GTZ on a 2008 base year.13 for the list of countries. In her paper, Dahl shows that price

elasticities varied somewhat by fuel price and income level, as outlined in Table 2.1 and

Table 2.2. As such, we adjust the gasoline and diesel price elasticities at each rationalized

13Due to data availability, Uzbekistan is excluded for diesel and Zambia is excluded for gasoline for a total
of 123 countries for each fuel. See Appendix Table A.1
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scheme this is using the income per capita category.14

Since there is not much systematic statistical evidence that quantitatively captures sub-

stitutions across the two fuels,we assume that the cross price elasticity between the two fuels

is zero.

Table 2.1: Fuel price elasticities stratified by GDP per capita (Y ) in dollars per capital and
price (Pg) in cents per gallon for Gasoline.

Gasoline Pg < 107 107 ≤ Pg < 267 267 ≤ Pg

Y < $10, 680 −0.15 −0.22 −0.26
$10, 680 < Y ≤ $21, 360 −0.11 −0.24 −0.32
$21, 360 ≤ Y −0.22 −0.22 −0.33

Table 2.2: Fuel price elasticities stratified by GDP per capita (Y ) in dollars per capital and
price (Pg) in cents per gallon for Diesel.

Diesel Pd < 267 267 ≤ Pd

Y < $16, 020 −0.22 −0.38
$16, 020 ≤ Y −0.13 −0.27

Note: Price and GDP per capita numbers are converted from 2006 to 2008 dollars using U.S. CPI

of 1.068. Source: Dahl (2012).

Initial gasoline and diesel consumption data is sourced from the IEA (2010b) and with

gasoline and diesel retail prices for November 2008 from GTZ (2009).

2.5 Empirical Results and Sensitivity Analysis

Our initial finding here is the distribution of countries by price threshold. In fact, 21 coun-

tries subsidize gasoline and 29 subsidize diesel when only direct costs are considered, seven

countries price gasoline between the direct cost and road maintenance, and 15 do so for

diesel. When externalities are included, 77 countries seem to price gasoline beyond the di-

rect, indirect and externality costs and 50 countries do so for diesel. Figure Figure 2.5 shows

14For example, take a country that has a GDP per capita lower than $10,680, a retail price lower than
107 cents per gallon, and a socially optimal price greater than 267 cents per gallon, the new demand for

gasoline is computed as: Q2 = Q1

(
107
P1

)s ( 267
107

)s 0.22
0.15

(
P2
267

)s 0.26
0.22
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Figure 2.5: Change in global quantity demanded by rationalization scheme.

the percentage change in fuel consumption for rationalization schemes 1-3. Removing direct

subsidies on the 21 countries that subsidize gasoline and the 29 that subsidize diesel reduces

world gasoline and diesel fuel for road transport between 2-3%. Adding in the seven coun-

tries that price gasoline between the direct cost and road maintenance, and the 15 that do

so for diesel adds another 1% or more reduction. Adding in externalities for the 18 countries

that price gasoline at greater than the direct plus indirect cost but less than costs including

externalities leads for a total reduction of gasoline demand by 7.8 percent and diesel demand

by 5.9 percent. This translates into a reduction of CO2 emissions from road transport of

12.8 percent.

Rationalizing prices also leads to the generation of over $400 billion in governments

revenues. We estimate that removing subsidies will generate $86 billion,15 reflecting road

maintenance cost will add an additional $51 billion, internalizing externalities generates

$269 billion. The breakdown by fuel of generated revenues is presented in Figure 2.6. The

increase in government revenues can be above five percent of a country’s GDP, especially in

those that export oil. Figure 2.7 presents the incremental revenues as a percentage of GDP

15This is a lower bound estimate since it only reflects the cost of the subsidy and not potential revenues from
the export of gasoline and diesel for exporting countries.
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versus the income per capita of all countries in sample.

Figure 2.6: Expected revenues from rationalization schemes, in billion dollars.

Rationalizing prices will directly impact consumers’ welfare. Equivalent variation is the

typical metric used to assess the pre-implementation impact of a policy on the change in

consumers’ welfare. Given that we do not observe the Hicksian demand functions for gaso-

line and diesel, Mas-Colell et al. (1995) suggest approximating equivalent variation by area

variation (AV )16 when the welfare effect of the good whose price is changed is minimal. In

the case of gasoline and diesel, we can assume that these constitute a small share of con-

sumers’ expenditure on goods and services. Looking at Figure 2.8, we see that the welfare

impact is highest across resource-rich developing countries, mainly OPEC countries. The

result reflects the level of difference between the current prices and rationalized levels. For

most of OPEC countries, the change in welfare is above 50 USD per capita.

Given that our analysis relies heavily on assumptions, we carry out sensitivity analysis

to test the robustness of our findings. We vary the following parameters one parameter at a

time—gasoline and diesel elasticities, distributional margins, CO2 cost and elasticity of the

value of statistical life (VSL) with respect to income. Table 2.3 and Table 2.4 presents the

16For details, refer to Mas-Colell et al. (1995) equation (3.I.8)
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Figure 2.7: Revenues as percentage of GDP vs. GDP per capita.

Figure 2.8: AV per capita versus the average GDP per capita.
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parameters tested with their baseline, lower and upper values in addition to a rationale for

these values.

Table 2.3: Parameters considered in sensitivity analysis.

Rationale

Parameter Baseline Lower/Upper Description

Gasoline and diesel
elasticities

ε0, εd +σ/− σ∗ • Based on the second moment of
the gasoline and diesel price
elasticities in sample (0.14 for
gasoline and 0.12 for diesel)

Distribution margin mg,md −σ/+ σ • Based on the second moments of
our sample (0.26 for gasoline and
0.22 for diesel)

Road maintenance
cost (cents/gallon)

56.6 52.6/60.6 • Higher and lower bounds
presented by GTZ for road
maintenance cost

CO2 cost ($/ton) 21.0 7.0/44.1 • The lower cost reflects the ETS
value for April 14th 2012 as
reported by Bloomberg
• The upper cost is what is needed
for the 550 ppm
stabilization (OECD, 2009)

µvsl (elasticity of VSL
to income)

1.0 1.5/0.5 • Viscusi & Joseph (2007) for the
lower
• Viscusi (2010) argue for a µvsl
greater than unity for developing
countries

∗ The higher bound of elasticities is limited to zero.

2.6 Conclusion

Building on the template provided by Parry (2012) this paper designs price rationalization

schemes for 123 countries representing over 98 percent of global transport fuel demand.

This is done by including the direct, road maintenance, climate change, local pollutants,

congestion, and traffic accidents costs into fuel prices. By feeding in the designed schemes

into country specific partial equilibrium models, we find that the global demand for gasoline
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Table 2.4: Sensitivity analysis on change in gasoline and diesel consumption from baseline
level (Percentage change from the baseline reduction in gasoline and diesel consumption).

Change in Change in Change in Change in
Gasoline Demand Diesel Demand Revenues–Gasoline Revenues–Diesel

Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper

Gasoline and
diesel elasticities

−130% +32% −200% 38% −1% −8% 0% −6%

Distribution
margin

−4% 8% −18% 15% 8% −9% 24% −41%

Road
maintenance
cost
(cents/gallon)

−4% 3% −2% 2% −6% 6% −4% 4%

CO2 cost
($/ton)

−10% 13% −6% 9% −9% 11% −7% 10%

µvsl (elasticity
of VSL to
income)

−3% 16% −12% 21% −4% 16% −10% 22%

can be reduced by eight percent and for diesel by six percent. This curbs CO2 emissions from

these fuels in the transport sector by around 12 percent. In addition, this should generate

over 400 billion dollars in revenues.

The analysis in this paper was carried out in a static partial equilibrium setting. However,

removing subsidies and rationalizing prices would lower the demand for transport fuels,

and thereby the world prices. As a result, the consumption in some countries (mainly

developed) would increase and the final impact on reduction in emissions level would be

limited. In addition, the effect of revenues recycling from removing subsidies and other

general equilibrium feedback effects would have an impact on the change in consumption

and emissions level. In addition, the phase in of rationalized prices and dynamic effects are

important aspects to consider. To study these effects, we hope to join other researchers in

taking this analysis to a general equilibrium environment.
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CHAPTER 3

REFORMING FOSSIL FUEL SUBSIDIES IN HYDROCARBON-RICH COUNTRIES:

THE CASE OF TRANSPORT FUELS IN SAUDI ARABIA

Historically, fossil fuel consumers in most developing hydrocarbon-rich countries have

enjoyed retail prices at a discount from international benchmarks. Governments of these

countries consider the subsidy transfer to be a means for sharing the wealth from their

resource endowment. In 2008, OPEC countries are estimated to have provided a total

subsidy of $70 billion to their domestic transport fuel markets, equivalent to 2.2 percent of

their combined GDP for that year. These subsidies create negative economic, environmental,

and social distortions, which may increase over time with a fast growing, young, and rich

population. Both domestic and international pressure has been mounting for the phase out

of such fuel subsidies. Global economic efficiency also argues for their phase out. Against

this background, the purpose of this paper is to analyze the economic efficiency of the fuel

subsidy as means of wealth sharing and call for the adoption of direct cash transfers.

Our paper brings three main contributions. First, we build the case for reforming trans-

port fuel subsidies in resource-rich countries. Second, we make a case study, focused on

Saudi Arabia, to illustrate the costs and benefits associated with the phase out of transport

fuel subsidies. To this end, we develop a numerical model in a general equilibrium setting

to discuss, in particular, a phase out that is accompanied by a welfare compensating cash

transfer. Results show that the Saudi government can increase its consumers’ welfare up to

five percentage points. In case the cash transfer is adjusted to keep consumers’ utility at

the pre-reform level, the required compensating transfer would leave the government with

three percentage points of additional revenues. Finally, we highlight policy implications of

phasing out the transport fuel subsidies.
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3.1 Introduction

Governments can spend their resource rents via four main channels. They can in-

crease public spending, subsidize selected sectors, reduce various types of taxes, or directly

transfer cash to any type of agents (Gelb, 1985). Traditionally, governments of developing

hydrocarbon-rich countries have subsidized the domestic prices of fuel products as a mean

of resource-wealth redistribution and poverty alleviation. These motives are highlighted, for

example, in Birol et al., 1995, Saboohi, 2010, IEA, 2010, and IEA, 2011. The purpose of

this paper is to analyze the economic efficiency of the fuel subsidy and compare that to the

adoption of direct cash transfers as means of wealth sharing.

Fuel subsidies represent a government action that alters the relative market price by rais-

ing the price for suppliers, lowering the price for consumers, or both relative to market levels

(UNEP 2003). In the case of transport fuels across OPEC countries, government subsidies

are implemented through direct price controls over retail prices. This entails controlling the

price of supply by the national oil companies and budget transfers in the case of imports. In

fact, seven of the 12 OPEC countries imported gasoline in 2011.

Anouti & Dahl (2014) estimate that OPEC countries provided a total transport fuel

subsidy of $70 billion in 2008. Across these countries, the share of the subsidy as a percentage

of GDP reached over three percent in Iran, Saudi Arabia and Venezuela, where gasoline and

diesel prices are the lowest in the world. Figure 3.1 provides an overview of gasoline prices,

consumption level and resulting government subsidies across OPEC countries.

Fuel subsidies are associated with negative economic, environmental and social distor-

tions. Among the various economic distortions, the subsidy results in a suboptimal allocation

of fuels to domestic and international markets that reduces potential foreign exchange earn-

ings, increases fiscal pressures, hinders investments in refining capacity and accelerates the

depletion of exhaustible reserves. The subsidy also increases the level of associated negative

externalities resulting from the combination of miles traveled and amount of fuels consumed.

Among the long list of negative direct externalities, Parry (1998) argues that climate change,
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Figure 3.1: Gasoline prices, consumption and subsidy levels across OPEC countries.
Source: IEA(2010), IEA(2011), IMF (2012), EIA (2010).

local pollutants, congestion and traffic accidents are on the top of the list. On the social

front, Coady et al. (2010) show that gasoline and diesel subsidies result in a substantial

leakage of benefits to higher income groups instead of going equally to all nationals or to

targeted lower income groups.

Today, the confluence of these distortions as well as trade related obligations from the

World Trade Organization and the G20 are increasing the pressure towards reforming trans-

port fuel subsidies. In this context, governments of developing hydrocarbon-rich countries

are faced by several questions:

• How to finance the increasing level of subsidy going forward?

• Shall the government invest in refining capacity or import required fuels to meet grow-

ing domestic demand?
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• Can the government achieve the objective behind the subsidy in a more efficient way

that lessens the pressure on their subsurface endowment?

While all questions are critical for policy makers, this paper focuses on aspects of the

latter one. Saudi Arabia is selected for the numerical analysis for three main reasons. First,

the level of subsidy is among the highest across resource-rich developing countries. Second,

the energy intensive Saudi economy, where the government generates more than 80 percent

of its revenues from the export of oil, is in threat of becoming a net-importer in a decade

(Lahm & Stevens, 2011). In case no action is taken, this would have severe implications

on the Saudi economy as well as the global oil market. Third, the level of Saudi transport

related negative externalities is also among the highest in the world. In 2008, with 1.8 tons

of CO2 per capita from transport fuels and 25.3 fatalities per 100 million people from road

accidents, Saudi Arabia ranked as the ninth most polluting country and sixth in terms of

fatalities from road accidents (IEA, 2011; IRF, 2010).

When considering subsidy reform strategies, the economic literature argues for the use

of numerical models set in a general equilibrium context (Ellis, 2010; Thissen, 1998). The

argument is founded on the need to account for feedback effects, especially in relation to

the spending patterns of revenues accrued from phasing out the subsidies. Gelb (1985)

argues that “partial equilibrium analysis of the impact of raising oil prices can be quite

misleading.” By evaluating the impact ‘of removing oil subsidies on an economy similar to

Indonesia using a general equilibrium numerical model, he concludes that the distributional

effects of phasing out oil subsidies are mainly determined by how the government will spend

the extra public revenues, rather than by the relative importance of oil in the economy. His

arguments support a general equilibrium analysis. In the case of Saudi Arabia, there have

been multiple studies calling for phase out of its fuel subsidies. (e.g. Fattouh & El-Kitiri,

2012; Lahm & Stevens, 2011). However, quantitative analysis remains limited to the market

analysis reported by Anouti & Dahl (2014) in a partial equilibrium setting. Thus, they ignore

the impact of policies related to the spending patterns of revenues accrued from phasing out
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the subsidies. Against this background, our objective is to develop a numerical model in a

general equilibrium context for Saudi Arabia that allows us to measure the economic impact

of reforming transport fuel subsidies by adopting direct cash transfers. The model is designed

to provide numerical support for policy makers in their endeavors to achieve the objective

of resource wealth sharing in an optimal way. Among the various policy options that can be

considered, we focus our numerical analysis on the phase out of the subsidy accompanied by

a welfare compensating cash transfer.

The rest of this paper is divided into five sections. Section 3.2 motivates the case for

reform. Section 3.3 develops a general equilibrium model for Saudi Arabia and presents

numerical analysis. Section 3.4 outlines the policy implications. A final section offers

concluding remarks.

3.2 Conceptual Case for Reforming Transport Fuel Subsidies

As discussed in the earlier section, transport fuel subsidies generate negative economic,

environmental and social distortions. In addition, the growing young population across

hydrocarbon-rich developing countries that is foreseen to get richer might increase the size

of distortions and associated negative impacts. On another front, trade obligations and

calls for transparency in government transactions will require governments to phase out

such subsidies. In this section we draw on the economic literature to motivate the case for

reforming transport fuel subsidies.

The subsidy results in a suboptimal allocation of fuels between the domestic and the

export markets. To illustrate the associated distortions in a partial equilibrium context,

assuming that the domestic subsidy will not have any impact on the international prices, see

Figure 3.2 and accompanying table. Consider the free market presented on the left of the

figure, where domestic prices are not subsidized and there is infinite residual demand for the

domestic supply at the international price (OC). Now introduce a subsidy to the domestic

market, which sets domestic price at (OB). As shown on the right, the quantity supplied to

the domestic market will increase by MN. With finite reserves, more domestic consumption
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will back out exports. Thus, government earnings in foreign currency from exports will be

reduced by the discounted present value of the diverted resources. Consumers’ welfare will

increase by CGFB; however, this will be accompanied by a dead weight loss (FGJ) that

depends on the elasticity of demand.

A summary of these effects is presented in the accompanying table. In addition to the

Figure 3.2: Illustration of welfare distribution under subsidized vs. free markets in a partial
equilibrium setting.

market specific distortions, the government would have to incur the cost of the subsidy

(BCJF), usually funded by the resource rent or taxes in other markets. Anouti & Dahl
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(2014) discuss these issues in the above partial equilibrium setting and find that removing the

subsidy will decrease gasoline and diesel consumption by 19 percent and generate $9 billion

in revenues for Saudi Arabia. Although their work is quite comprehensive and considers

tax and subsidy policy for more than 95% of the global transport fuel markets, they ignore

the effect of spending patterns of the revenues generated from removing subsidies for any of

these economies.

In addition to these distortions, the subsidy will also reduce the consumers’ incentive

to shift towards higher fuel economy vehicles (Morgan, 2007b) and encourages smuggling

activities to neighboring countries (Henni, 2010). Many of the outlined distortions will

increase over time as populations across developing hydrocarbon-rich countries are young

overall with more to join the drivers pool in the short-term. On average, 34 percent of

the population in OPEC countries is under 14 years old. The growing young population

is forecasted to enjoy higher per capita incomes (ISH, 2010), both effects shifting out the

demand curve and accentuating the level of negative distortions.

Similarly, the existence of negative externalities will increase the level of distortions since

the social demand curve for fuel is lower than the private domestic one illustrated earlier.

Among the long list of associated negative externalities, Parry (1998) suggests that climate

change, local pollutants, congestion and traffic accidents have the highest cost.17 Existence of

such externalities justifies corrective government intervention, ideally reflecting the context

of each externality. Within a global context, a survey of governmental policies dealing with

the transport related externalities reveals that a direct fuel tax is the most widely adopted

instrument (Parry, 1998).

Most OPEC countries are characterized by high levels of per capita CO2 and local pol-

lutants emissions resulting from the transport sector. In fact, countries like Kuwait, Qatar,

Saudi Arabia and United Arab Emirates are among the top ten most polluting nations in the

world on ton of CO2 per capita basis (IEA, 2011). In addition, many of these countries suffer

17Other externalities include noise pollution, water pollution and vehicle and tire disposal.
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from high fatality rates caused by road accidents (IRF, 2010). The subsidy of transport fuels

across OPEC countries not only ignores the cost of externalities but also increases their level

due to higher consumption of transport fuels and increase in miles traveled.

On the social front, an efficient targeting mechanism requires that all benefits accrue

to select groups, usually low income groups. In the case of transport fuels, a subsidy is

transferred to consumers directly via the price faced at the pump and indirectly via the cost

of goods and services using transport fuels. According to Coady et al. (2010), transport fuel

subsidies result in a substantial leakage of benefits to higher income groups. In the case of

gasoline, direct benefits to the highest income quintile are 12 times those accrued by the

lowest income quintile in the Middle East, Asia Pacific and Latin America. The ratio is 32

in Africa, with the world average being 20. Figure 3.3 presents the distribution of benefits

from a 0.25$/liter subsidy on gasoline across different income groups.
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Africa LA, ME, Asia Pacific All Regions
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Figure 3.3: Distribution of gasoline subsidy benefits by income group by region.
Source: Coady et al., 2010.
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In addition to the direct effects, indirect benefits from gasoline subsidies accrue from the

lower gasoline prices in the final prices of goods using gasoline for transportation. Adding

these to the direct effects discussed earlier, Coady et al. (2010) estimate that 80 percent of

the total benefits from gasoline subsidies flow to the richest 40 percent. However, their work

is based on static input output analysis that does not take into account feedback effects and

financing of the subsidy.

International institutions and multilateral bodies like the World Trade Organization, the

G20 and the International Monetary Fund have been successively calling for the elimination

of fossil fuel subsidies in developing countries. More importantly, many of the resource-rich

developing countries have committed to phase out domestic fuel subsidies under the frame-

work of such international bodies. For instance, Saudi Arabia had committed itself under

the 1992 UN Agenda 21 to address the unsustainable domestic patterns of consumption of

energy products. More recently as a member of the G20, Saudi Arabia committed itself

in September of 2009 to phase out ‘inefficient’ fuel subsidies. A further argument against

subsidies is that the subsidy advanced through price controls increases opaqueness in gov-

ernment transactions resulting in adverse socio-economic and institutional problems (Moss

& Majerowicz, 2012). Against this background, governments of hydrocarbon-rich countries

should phase out transport fuel subsidies and move towards more economically effective

policy options that enable them to achieve the underlying objective of wealth sharing.

3.3 A Numerical Model for Saudi Arabia

Reforming fuel prices will generate revenues for governments, however, it will negatively

affect households through two channels–directly through the higher price at the pump and

indirectly through the higher prices of goods and services that use subsidized fuels as an

input. Given the high level of subsidies in hydrocarbon-rich countries, these effects will

be significant. Thus, to ensure smooth implementation of reforms and public buy-in, fuel

price reform should be accompanied by mitigation policy that optimizes the utilization of

revenues generated (Fattouh & El-Kitiri, 2012). In this section, we present a numerical model
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for Saudi Arabia that allows us to assess the impact of phasing out transport fuel subsidies

on household’s welfare in a general equilibrium context. Two cash transfer compensation

mechanisms will be considered (1) subsidy cost is fully transferred to households, and (2)

the government transfers to households the amount of money required to keep them at the

pre-reform welfare level.

3.3.1 Data

The eighth version of the Global Trade Analysis Project (GTAP) at Purdue University18

reports intermediate demand and bilateral trade flows for the year 2007 with all transactions

reported in billions of dollars. The database covers 129 regions, 57 sectors and five factors of

production. For the purpose of this paper and in order to simplify the analysis, we aggregate

regions (r) into four blocks: Saudi Arabia, rest of G20 group, Middle Income Group and

Low Income Group. Likewise, we aggregate the sectors and produced commodities (i) into

11 of which five are energy goods. As for the factors of production (f), we aggregate skilled

and unskilled labor into one category and include capital and natural resources. For final

demand, we consider aggregate private household consumption and government. Table 3.1

summarizes the aggregation from GTAP categories to those which are modeled.

Table 3.1: Aggregation Mapping.

Modeled Aggregate GTAP 8 Accounts

Regions

Saudi Arabia (SAU ) Saudi Arabia

Rest of G20 Group (G20 ) Argentina, Australia and New Zealand, Brazil, Canada, China
and Hong Kong, France, Germany, India, Indonesia, Italy,
Japan, Mexico, Russia, South Africa, Korea, Turkey, United
Kingdom, United States, Rest of European Union

18For further details about GTAP refer to http://www.gtap.org.
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Table 3.1: Continued.

Modeled Aggregate GTAP 8 Accounts

Middle Income Group (MIC ) Malaysia, Rest of Oceania, Taiwan, Rest of East Asia,
Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam, Rest of Southeast
Asia, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Rest of North America, Bolivia,
Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay,
Venezuela, Rest of South America, Costa Rica, Guatemala,
Guatemala, Nicaragua, Panama, Rest of Central America,
Caribbean, Albania, Belarus, Croatia, Ukraine, Rest of Eastern
Europe, Kazakhstan, Rest of Former Soviet Union, Armenia,
Azerbaijan, Georgia, Iran, Islamic Republic of, Egypt, Morocco,
Tunisia, Rest of North Africa, Nigeria, Senegal, Mauritius,
Botswana, Rest of South African Customs Union , Oman,
Israel, Mongolia, Nepal, Honduras, El Salvador, Bahrain,
Kuwait, Qatar, United Arab Emirates, Rest of Western Asia,
Cameroon, Cote d’Ivoire, Ghana, Namibia, Rest of the World

Lower Income Group (LIC ) Cambodia, Lao People’s Democratic Republic, Bangladesh,
Rest of South Asia, Kyrgyzstan, Rest of Western Africa, Rest
of Central Africa, Rest of South Central Africa, Kenya,
Ethiopia, Madagascar, Malawi, Mozambique, Tanzania,
Uganda, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Rest of Eastern Africa

Commodities & Services

Coal (col) Coal

Crude oil (cru) Oil

Electricity (ele) Electricity

Natural gas (gas) Gas, Gas manufacture and distribution

Petroleum products (oil) Petroleum and coal products

Energy-intensive sectors (eis) Paper products, publishing, Chemical, rubber, plastic products,
Mineral products not elsewhere classified, Ferrous metals,
Metals nec

Services (ser) Communication, Financial services not elsewhere classified,
Insurance, Business services necnot elsewhere classified
Recreational and other services, Public Administration,
Defense, Education, Health, Dwellings , Other Business Services

Water Transport (wtp) Water Transport

Air Transport (atp) Air Transport

Other Transport (otp) Other Transport

All other sectors (Y ) All other sectors

Primary Factors

Capital (cap) Capital and land

Labor (lab) Skilled labor, unskilled labor
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Table 3.1: Continued.

Modeled Aggregate GTAP 8 Accounts

Natural Resources (res) Natural Resources19

Consumption Block

Household (c) Consumption

Government (g) Government

Investment (i) Investment

Taxes

Comm Tax Commercial tax

Fac Tax Tax on the factors of production

For the purpose of our analysis, we assume that petroleum products oil consumed by

households and other sectors are the same commodity but may have different subsidy rates

(i.e., the subsidy on gasoline may be different from the subsidy on diesel fuel).

3.3.2 Adjusting the Benchmark Level

GTAP8 does not report any subsidy on petroleum products in Saudi Arabia. To this

end, we had to estimate the benchmark level of subsidy exogenously, build it into the model

and then re-calibrate the benchmark level. In order to estimate the ad valorem subsidy

rate, we rely on the domestic fuel prices reported by Organization of Arab Petroleum Ex-

porting Countries (2010) and gasoline and diesel consumption in road transport reported by

IEA (2010). As for the reference international prices for gasoline and diesel, we follow the

methodology presented by Anouti & Dahl (2014). A summary of these numbers is presented

in Table 3.2.

Assuming that gasoline constitutes all of the direct oil product consumption by house-

holds, we estimate the ad valorem subsidy rate to be 61 percent. Assuming that diesel is the

only oil products going into the transport sector, we estimate the ad valorem subsidy rate

19Includes crude oil, coal, natural gas, minerals and other natural resources.
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Table 3.2: Fossil fuel factsheet in Saudi Arabia, 2007.

Pd Pint’l Consump-
tion

Subsidized
Consump-
tion

Cost of
Subsidy

Value of
Consump-
tion

GTAP8 Value
of Consumption

(c/gal) (c/gal) (Mn gal) ($ Bn) ($ Bn) ($ Bn) ($ Bn)

Gasoline 61.0 156.2 5,673 3.46 5.40 8.86
6.21Diesel 34.0 182.2 4,275 1.45 6.34 7.79

Total 49.4 167.4 9,948 4.91 11.74 16.65

Note: Pint’l reflects the benchmark international price in Saudi Arabia based on Anouti &
Dahl (2014).
Source: Anouti & Dahl, 2014; IEA, 2010; Organization of Arab Petroleum Exporting Coun-
tries, 2010.

to be 81.3 percent. To conclude our description of the benchmark data used, we present the

social accounting matrix (SAM) for Saudi Arabia in Table 3.3.

3.3.3 The Model and Extensions

This paper follows the general equilibrium framework of GTAP. The analysis builds on

the algebraic structure presented by Böhringer & Rutherford (2011) and is solved using

GAMS-MPSGE software (Rutherford, 1999) and the PATH algorithm developed by Ferris

et al. (2005). The model represents a static multi-regional environment where consumers

maximize their utility subject to a budget constraint and firms minimize their production

costs by combining domestic intermediate goods, imported goods and factors of produc-

tion. The model assumes perfect competition and constant returns to scale. Preferences

and technologies are modeled using Calibrated Nested CES functions. Trade is based on the

Armington structure (Armington (1969)), where imported and domestically produced vari-

eties of goods and services are differentiated. In addition, in an upstream nest, imports of

goods and services from different sources are assumed to be imperfect substitutes. The model

simultaneously solves for market clearance, zero profits and income balance conditions.

Production is modeled in a three-level nested structure where the top-level nest separates

energy inputs from others. At the second level, energy inputs are separated into different

types. As for the other inputs, these are separated into a value-added block and a materials
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and services block. At the bottom level, the value-added block is split into labor, capital and

resource input. The material and services block is split into the various inputs. These blocks

are modeled within an Armington intermediate demand structure where the price of input

is presented as the Armington price PA. Figure 3.4 presents the CES nested production of

oil products.

On the consumption front, the representative household generates income from providing

factor services and then spends the earned income on consumption of goods and services.

Figure 3.5 shows the structure of the household’s preferences that are modeled as a nested

CES utility function. The government, the other agent in the final demand block, gener-

ates its revenues from net taxes and spends it on the provision of goods and services. Any

discrepancy between the government spending and the net tax receipts is closed via a lump

sum transfer from the consumer. Given our static representation of the equilibrium, invest-

ment is modeled in the simplest way. We simply assume a fixed demand by households for

investment as observed in the GTAP data.

3.3.4 Numerical Simulations

We carry out two policy counterfactuals: (1) we gradually raise the subsidy on oil con-

sumption and distribute the subsidy value to households;20, and (2) we limit the cash transfer

to an amount that keeps household’s utility (i.e., equivalent variation) at the original level.

We then perform sensitivity analysis related to the consumption elasticities of substitution

of energy versus non-energy, among energy types and non-energy goods. In the sensitivity

analysis we test the impact of a 50 percent increase or decrease in the elasticity values on the

equivalent variation for the first counterfactual and on government spending in the second

one.

20This is reflected in the model through a lower transfer payment by the households to the government as
we model the transfer as an endogenous variable to keep government spending fixed.
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Figure 3.4: Production block of oil products.

Figure 3.5: Consumption Block.
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Table 3.3: Benchmark SAM for Saudi Arabia, 2007 ($ Billion).

oil gas ele otp wtp atp cru Y eis ser c g i Exports

oil 1.981 0.015 5.666 6.562 0.492 1.3 0.123 1.967 8.829 0.046 8.125 0.002 0.001 27.895

gas 8.013 0.004 4.186 0 0.002 0.005 2.415 0 0.003 0.001 0.775

ele 1.1 0 0.482 0.224 0.012 0.014 0 1.844 1.267 1.98 6.988 0.001 0

otp 0.019 0.003 0.034 0.155 0.009 0.028 0.017 0.221 0.029 0.041 1.028 0.042 0.144 1.729

wtp 0.005 0.001 0.009 0.006 0.015 0.001 0.005 0.026 0.006 0.01 0.111 0.035 0.044 0.615

atp 0.001 0 0.002 0.004 0.001 0.014 0.003 0.033 0.003 0.058 0.144 0.015 0.055 0.702

cru 43.437 0.004 4.285 0 0.002 0.139 0.62 0.002 179.758

Y 0.13 0.39 0.017 0.088 0.01 0.011 7.178 26.299 1.286 1.672 28.489 10.028 58.845 10.829

eis 0.088 0.042 0 0.029 0.002 0.003 1.049 12.868 4.285 0.497 4.415 2.256 2.975 21.24

ser 0.037 0.032 0.079 0.095 0.01 0.05 0.607 4.804 0.643 4.619 19.487 44.061 3.294 7.827

lab 1.183 2.296 0.368 0.336 0.033 0.046 32.629 29.65 5.034 33.66

cap 7.784 6.428 1.222 0.582 0.076 0.094 98.614 36.722 25.829 35.359

res 4.09 61.354 0.23

Imports 0.457 1.816 1.545 0.734 0.578 0.395 22.342 30.549 5.167 6.38 34.905 25.797 8.769

Common
Tax

−1.408 −0.011 −4.015 −5.334 −0.349 −0.924 −0.087 −1.394 −6.27 −0.033 −4.936 −0.001 0

Fac Tax 0.176 0.252 0.031 0.018 0.002 0.003 3.782 1.308 0.606 1.355
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As shown in Figure 3.6, a phase out of the subsidies to oil consumed by households

that is accompanied by a full transfer of the subsidy cost to the households results in the

improvement of welfare by 0.5 percentage points. On the other hand, the phase out of

the subsidies to oil consumed by public transport results in a welfare improvement of 3.2

percentage points. Phasing both subsidies improved the overall welfare of households by 3.7

percentage points.
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Figure 3.6: Percentage change in household’s equivalent variation from removal of gasoline
subsidy (left) and diesel subsidy (right).

The overall welfare gains derive from three key effects: (1) the increase in households’

income, (2) substitution away from oil due to the higher price and (3) the increase in crude

oil exports. The direct cash transfer to consumers increases their disposable budget and thus

their welfare level. Given the form of their utility function, consumers will elect to spend

less on oil and more on other goods. The relative increase in oil prices from the removal of

the subsidy will also drive substitution effects, reducing emission levels. To better illustrate

the results we present the change in total output, exports, imports and final consumption

in Table 3.4.

As a result of the phase out of the price subsidy, the consumption of gasoline by house-

holds decreases by 24.0 percent, the total output of refined products drops by 10.9 percent,
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Table 3.4: Aggregate Effect from Phasing out Subsidies.

Changes

Sector In Output In Exports In Imports In Consumption

Crude Oil −0.3% 0.6% −0.3% 0.0%
Gas −1.5% 24.3% −1.9% 0.0%
Electricity −1.6% 0.0% −2.1% −2.4%
Petroleum Products −10.9% 1.3% −% −24.0%
Transport −47.4% 0.9% −12.1% −53.6%
Energy Intensive Goods 2.1% 0.3% 1.8% 7.3%
Services 1.4% −0.8% 2.0% 6.3%
Other 1.2% −0.8% 1.8% 6.2%

and exports increase by around a percentage point. The drop in the output of the refining

sector drives a lower demand for natural gas used in refining. This yields to an increase

in gas exports. Looking at the transport sector, originally over 68 percent of the domestic

demand is in the consumption block, which comes in the form of public transport. The rest

is used for the transport of intermediate goods and services. Once the subsidy is removed,

the demand for transport by the households drops by 53.6 percent. This large change is

driven by the higher level of diesel subsidy, the higher elasticity of substitution compared

to gasoline (unity for public transport and 0.25 for gasoline). On the other hand, we note

that the consumption of both energy intensive and non-energy intensive goods and services

increases between six and seven percentage points.

In the second counterfactual, we evaluate the amount of transfer required to keep house-

hold welfare fixed at the initial level. As shown in Figure 3.6, the government can keep

consumer welfare at the pre-reform levels by transferring an amount of cash that is lower

than that of the subsidy cost. This would enable the government to increase its expenditure

by 4.8 percentage points. This increase can be directed toward public transport infrastruc-

ture which would increase the elasticity of substitution between household’s consumption

transport fuels and public transport, thus increasing welfare gains. Figure 3.6 presents the

change in welfare and output by sector induced by the two counterfactuals.
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Table 3.5: Piecemeal Sensitivity Analysis

Parameter Definition of the
parameter

Parameter Value Hicksian equivalent
variation with

corresponding parameter

Percentage Change in
Government Spend with
corresponding parameter

with fixed EV

Lower Central Upper Lower Central Upper Lower Central Upper

esub Elasticity of substitution
of Energy vs.
Non-Energy

0.25 0.5 0.75 3.58 3.74 3.90 4.62 4.80 5.01

esubecons Elasticity of substitution
among energy types

0.125 0.25 0.375 3.66 3.74 3.82 4.72 4.80 4.92

esubn Elasticity of substitution
among non-energy goods

0.5 1 1.5 3.71 3.74 3.78 4.77 4.80 4.86
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In order to test the sensitivity of our results, we carry out a piecemeal sensitivity analysis

with respect to the key elasticities of substitutions. As shown in Table 3.5, the change in

equivalent variation remains higher than 3.5 percentage points under all sensitivities with

the results being more sensitive to assumptions around the elasticity of energy versus non-

energy goods. Under the second counterfactual, where the consumers equivalent variation is

held fixed, the increase in government spending is higher than 4.6 percentage points under

all scenarios.

3.4 Policy Implications

The numerical analysis showed that phasing out fuel subsidies and compensating house-

holds through cash transfers will increase their welfare and eliminate the economic inefficien-

cies associated with the subsidy. However, when it comes to implementation, policy makers

should consider the following dimensions:

• Targeting level: degree to which the policy channels the flow of social benefits to the

targeted group;

• Transparency: ability to track the flow of the subsidy in the government budget as

well as along the flow towards targeted groups;

• Ease of implementation.

On the targeting level, while most of the fossil fuel subsidy flows to higher income groups,

cash transfers can be directed equally to all nationals or to specific groups. In addition,

governments could elect to direct these transfers to lower income groups. On transparency,

the fossil fuel subsidy is opaque as it does not go through the government budget since the

subsidy is translated through price controls over the supply price to the domestic market. On

the ease of implementation, the technological development like the use of biometric ID and

mobile money adopted in Kenya and India,21 the cost of a direct cash transfer is reported by

21Refer to Moss & Majerowicz (2012) for a detailed discussion
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Gelb & Decker (2011) to be negligible.22 The comparative assessment of economic efficiencies

and associated negative externalities require quantitative analysis that takes into account

the economic structure of the country in question, which is the subject of the next section.

The recent successful experience of phasing out energy subsidies in Iran and accompany-

ing that with compensating cash transfers offers a lot of prospects for such an action across

other hydrocarbon-rich countries. Faced by strikes, the Iranian government failed several

times to reverse transport fuel subsidies. Policies included increasing prices and introducing

consumption quotas and consumption coupons (Iran Daily, 2007). Finally, on the 18th of

December, 2010, the government succeeded in increasing fossil fuel product prices by up to

20 times with the promise of cash transfers. This was complemented by a set of maximum

allowable increases for taxis and public transport. According to Guillaume et al. (2011), the

reform was expected to generate $50 to $60 billion.

In deciding where to give the transfers, the government decided to share the transfers

with all citizens. However, the reform was supported by a media campaign that called only

those in need to register for cash transfers. Finally, nationals, residing in the country, were

compensated for this reform through direct cash transfers that were expected to total half

of the revenues raised. These were deposited into bank accounts created especially for that

purpose. In addition, $10 to $15 billion are to be used in financing enterprises to reduce

their energy intensity. The reform has been reported as a success (Guillaume et al., 2011).

In fact, in the first year post reform:

• Compared to the annual growth rate of 10 percent, the consumption of gasoline fell by

5.6 percent and that of diesel by 9.8 percent;

22The government transfers the payment into a bank account that can be accessed by the qualified individual
using her fingerprints at multiple outlets such as grocery stores, banks, phone airtime vendors, or points of
service set-up for this purpose. Identification of the beneficiary is confirmed by a low cost small machine
that matches the fingerprints to those in the central database. Alternatively, a pin code that is sent to
the mobile phone number of the registered beneficiary is used to enable the cash transfer. For a detailed
discussion of the various technologies and country experiences refer to Gelb & Decker (2011).
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• In the fiscal year of 2012 - 2013 over five billion USD were generated by the government

from the subsidy reform;

• Around 80 percent of the revenues were transferred to lower income households;

• The remaining 20 percent were used to subsidize the interest rate of loans to industry

for activities related to adopt energy saving technologies (Hassanzadeh (2012)).

Building on the recent success of Iran and the calls for the adoption of direct cash transfers

in resource wealth sharing summarized by the Center of Global Development under their

initiative “Oil-to-Cash: Fighting the Resource Curse through Cash Transfers”.23 We proceed

with our numerical analysis to compare the effectiveness of a fossil fuel subsidy to that of

a direct cash transfer. Using the case of Saudi Arabia, we develop a general equilibrium

model that will allow us to compare the impact of a fuel subsidy to cash transfers on overall

economic welfare.

3.5 Conclusions

There is ample scope in OPEC countries for reforming fossil fuel prices to better achieve

the objectives behind them, be it resource wealth sharing or assistance to the poor. Going

forward, the negative economic, environmental and social distortions associated with the

fuel subsidy are set to increase the pressure for subsidy reform. This paper draws on the in-

efficiencies associated with fossil fuel subsidies and attempts to assess the size of the “prize”

from reforming prices using the case of Saudi Arabia, focusing mainly on directing the gen-

erated government revenues to the population through cash transfers. Using a static general

equilibrium model, findings reveal the government of Saudi Arabia can achieve the objec-

tives behind fuels subsidies in a more efficient way through transferring cash to consumers.

Alternatively, the Saudi government can maintain the consumers utility at pre-reform level

through cash transfers that are lower in value than that of the subsidy cost. In that case,

23For further details consult the Oil to Cash Initiative by Moss & Majerowicz (2012) http://www.cgdev.

org/
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the government savings could be used for building human capital, physical infrastructure

(e.g., public transport, energy efficient infrastructure), or increase the provision of social

programs.

In order to increase the chances of success, the phase out of subsidies should be enabled

by full transparency from the government side, a communication campaign exposing the

change and benefits to the various stakeholders in the economy, and the design of an “au-

tomated” fuel pricing mechanism and wealth sharing. In addition, when designing a price

reform plan, policy makers should take into account distributional effects across different

social groups (e.g., income groups, urban versus rural), something we did not consider in

this paper. In addition, the policy makers should carefully consider potential substitution

effects between means of transport (e.g., private versus public transport) as well as any un-

intended substitution effects that might occur. All these could be potential extensions to

the numerical framework used for this analysis. Finally, the policy makers should design a

pricing mechanism and supporting strategy that smooths the impact of sharp fluctuations

in international prices.
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CHAPTER 4

LOCAL CONTENT POLICIES IN THE PETROLEUM SECTOR: OPTIMAL LEVEL

AND TRADEOFFS

An increasing number of policy makers are deploying local content policies (e.g., minimum

local content requirement, price preference for local suppliers) to raise the contribution of

domestic input utilized in the production of their exhaustible resources. The case for such

an intervention is potentially justified by benefits from economic diversification, correction

of market failures, and support of social objectives. To date, the application of local content

policies (LCPs) has achieved mixed results. In fact, many of the adopted policies have

accomplished little increase in local content. More drastically, they have increased the cost

of production and delayed the realization of projects, usually critical for hydrocarbon-rich

developing economies.

Despite the wide application of these policies in the petroleum and mining sectors, the

academic literature remains limited. In fact, we are not aware of any academic work that

investigates economic linkages from the extractive industries, assesses intertemporal trade-

offs, and guides the design of efficient and sustainable LCPs. The contribution of this paper

is to fill this void and assist policy makers in considering policy trade-offs. We do that in

three steps. First, we analyze backward and forward linkages from the oil and gas sector

across 48 countries. Second, we use an intertemporal optimal control model an intertemporal

to assess the economic distortions from applying local content policies. Third, we investigate

the conditions under which a social planner should implement such policies.

4.1 Introduction

The use of industrial policies to support broad based economic development is hardly

a new trend in the petroleum sector. Such policies were first introduced in Norway in the

early 1970s when the government introduced a range of policies that included restrictions
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on imports and direct state intervention in the petroleum sector. Over time, the objective

behind these policies has evolved from creating backward linkages (that relate to the demand

of the petroleum industry for goods and services) to creating forward linkages (that relate

to the output of the petroleum industry that is supplied to other industries). More recently,

policy makers across many resource-rich developing countries are keen on raising backward

linkages from petroleum through the deployment of local content policies (LCPs).

The rationale for government intervention through LCPs is founded on three arguments:

correcting market failures, increasing economic diversification and supporting social objec-

tives. One of the more commonly referenced market failures is the existence of a learning

curve in input goods and services, known as the infant industry argument (Corden, 1997).

Engineering literature and industry reports (Ikoku, 1978; Miranda et al., 2011; Wene et al.,

2005) argue for the existence of a learning curve in multiple supply input industries (e.g.,

engineering, drilling and construction services).

Despite the presence of multiple potential justifications for intervention, multiple points of

view have been taken towards LCPs. We observe three groups of resource-rich countries: (1)

countries that implemented LCPs and succeeded in raising the local content (e.g., Norway),

(2) countries that implemented LCPs and achieved limited success or failed in raising local

content (e.g., Indonesia), and (3) countries that have been conservative in implementing

LCPs (e.g., Trinidad and Tobago).

Norway discovered its North Sea hydrocarbon deposits in the 1970s. New to the sector,

the country decided to develop its petroleum resources at a slow pace with the explicit ob-

jective of allowing a Norwegian service sector to develop (Hallwood, 1990). At that time,

Norway enjoyed a strong economy, vibrant democracy, well-established institutions charac-

terized by high transparency, a strong balance of payment and a low unemployment rate.

More importantly, Norway had a competitive industrial base, especially in the maritime in-

dustry where it was the world’s third largest seafaring nation by tonnage (Ryggvik, 2010).

During the 1970s and 1980s, Norway implemented a series of LCPs that were phased out upon
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joining the European Economic Area in 1993. Today, Norway has a world-class petroleum

industry that enjoys a strong footprint in the international landscape with business opera-

tions in more than 30 countries (Statoil Worldwide, 2014). In Indonesia, the local content

agenda related to the backward linkage from the oil and gas sector was initiated in the

late 1970’s. At that time, the government envisioned driving technology transfer in oilfield

services and equipment (OFSE) from foreign companies to domestic ones by mandating

partnerships. This policy was complemented by a set of import tariffs on certain OFSE to

protect domestic suppliers. Overall, the government aimed at reaching local content levels

of 35 percent. By the turn of the century, the achieved local content levels were believed

to be in the range of 10 to 20 percent (Nordas et al., 2003). On the American Continent,

Trinidad and Tobago has been conservative in deploying LCPs given the need to speed up

reserve replenishment. The above examples bring some interesting questions that remain

unanswered in the literature and are the focus of this paper:

• What is the level of distortion associated with local content policies?

• Under what conditions should the government intervene?

• What are the intertemporal tradeoffs in light of the scarcity of resources?

• Is there an optimal local content level or path to achieve?

Research related to the application of LCPs in extractive industries remains limited to

descriptive analysis without theoretical foundation (World Bank 2013). Thus, policy makers

are not provided with formal tools to guide the design of efficient and sustainable LCPs. Our

contribution in this paper is three fold. First, we draw on the economic literature around

this topic and present the first cross-sectional quantitative analysis around the backward

and forward linkages from the oil and gas sector using the Rasmussen (1956) and Chenery

& Watanabe (1958) input-output methodologies. Second, we analyze the economic dis-

tortions from implementing local content policies using a partial equilibrium intertemporal
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optimization model. Third, we investigate the conditions under which an optimal path of

local content exists in the presence of economic benefits that are accounted for by the social

planner and not by the private firm.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents an analysis of the

economic linkages derived from the petroleum sector. Section 4.3 provides the conceptual

framework for cost benefit analysis by drawing on the existing literature. Section 4.4 develops

the structural optimal control model, analyzes distortions from local content policies and

derives the conditions for government intervention and policy implications. A final section

offers concluding remarks.

4.2 Linkages from the Petroleum Sector24

The analysis of local content revolves around the concept of sector linkages. The study

of industrial structure specifies three types of economic linkages (Hirschman, 1958):

1. Backward linkages that relate to the demand of one industry for the outputs of other

industries to be used as its inputs;

2. Forward linkages that relate to the output of one industry that is supplied to other

industries as input for their output; and

3. Financial linkages that relate to the taxes paid by the industry to the government that

can then be spent on other goods and services (or saved).

The measurement of backward and forward linkages was formalized by Rasmussen (1956)

and Chenery & Watanabe (1958) based on the use of input-output tables. The standard

input-output model of an economy links the gross output of a sector to the final demand for

that sector and to the intermediate demands made by other sectors for its output. This can

be expressed as:

X = AX + F (4.1)

24This section has been published in World Bank 2013.
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where X is a vector of gross outputs of the N sectors of the economy, F is a vector of final

demands for these sectors, and A is the N ×N matrix of technical coefficients that indicate

how much output from sector i is directly required to produce one unit in sector j.

The gross output is then related to final demand by Equation (4.2) where the coefficient

matrix L (Leontief inverse, (I −A)1) measures the total amount of sector i that is required

to be produced in order to satisfy the direct and indirect demands produced by one unit

increase in the final demand for sector j:

X = (I − A)−1F ≡ L× F (4.2)

The direct backward linkage (BL) of sector j to all other sectors, using the Chenery &

Watanabe (1958) methodology (CW) measures the total of inputs from all sectors required

to produce one unit of sector j. It is defined as:

BL(CW )j =
N∑
i=1

aij (4.3)

This measure ignores the fact that extra outputs of all these supply sectors themselves require

inputs from other sectors etc. Rasmussen (1956) suggested a measure, BL(R), that takes

into account all links, both direct and indirect, based on the coefficients the Leontief inverse:

BL(R)j =
N∑

(i=1)

lij (4.4)

Analogously, the forward linkage is the amount of output of sector j that would be de-

manded if every sector increased its final demand by one unit. The Chenery-Watanabe and

Rasmussen forward linkages are defined as:

FL(CW )j =
N∑

(j=1)

aij FL(R)j =
N∑
j=1

lij (4.5)
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These indices can be used to compare a given sector’s linkage with the average for all sectors

in an economy. For example, the normalized backward linkage index of a sector j in an

economy with N sectors is defined as:

NBLj = N ×BLj
/ N∑
i=1

BLi (4.6)

A NBL that is greater than unity the sector uses more inputs (directly and indirectly) than

the average of all sectors in the economy.

To summarize, the Chenery-Watanabe based measures take into account only the di-

rect links to the key sector—that is the amount of output that is purchased by the sector

(backward) or supplied to another sector (forward). The Rasmussen based linkages take into

account direct and indirect linkages. To measure the backward and forward linkages and

local content in intermediate goods and services, we use social accounting matrices (SAMs)

extracted from the eighth version of Global Trade Analysis Project (GTAP8).25 The sectors

covered in the SAM matrix are presented in Table 4.1.

The Chenery and Watanabe and the Rasmussen backward and forward linkages are then

calculated and normalized using the domestic input-output matrix of every country. The

results of our analysis are shown in Table 4.2, which also presents the normalized rank of

the oil and gas sector among the linkages.

25GTAP8 is a representation of the world economy reporting intermediate demand and bilateral trade flows
for the years 2004 and 2007. We observe limited structural changes between years 2004 and 2007, and
thus limit our analysis to year 2007. The database, which can be accessed through http://www.gtap.org

(available through license), is built using national input-output tables, trade flows and macroeconomic
data. GTAP8 covers 129 regions, 57 sectors and five factors of production. In our analysis, we consider 48
countries where oil and gas production is reported, 49 sectors including an aggregated upstream oil and
gas sector, and three factors of production.
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Table 4.1: Building block of GTAP Social Accounting Matrices.

Sectors

Wheat Beverages and tobacco
products

Water

Cereal grains nec Textiles Construction

Vegetables, fruit, nuts Wearing apparel Trade

Oil seeds Leather products Transport nec

Plant-based fibers Wood products Water transport

Crops nec Paper products, publishing Air transport

Bovine cattle, sheep and
goats, horses

Chemical, rubber, plastic
products

Communication

Animal products nec Mineral products nec Financial services nec

Forestry Ferrous metals Insurance

Fishing Metals nec Business services nec

Petroleum and coal
products

Metal products Recreational and other services

Minerals nec Motor vehicles and parts Public Administration, Defense,
Education, Health

Bovine meat products Transport equipment nec Coal

Vegetable oils and fats Electronic equipment Electricity

Dairy products Machinery and equipment
nec

Oil and Gas

Sugar Manufactures nec Imports of Intermediate goods
and services

Food products nec Gas manufacture,
distribution

Final Demand

Consumption Government Investment Transport in trade Exports

Value Added Block

Labor Capital Resources Taxes

Source: GTAP8
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Table 4.2: Backward and forward linkages for the oil and gas sector across the 48 countries.

Oil and Gas Sector Facts ($ Bn) Oil and Gas Sector Linkages

Region Country Code Sectors Total

Output

Imports Domestic

Inputs

Value

Added

NBLcw Rank NFLcw Rank NBLR Rank NFLR Rank

Americas Argentina ARG 53 16.75 0.79 4.66 11.31 0.63 12 2.70 48 0.81 10 2.97 53

Bolivia BOL 54 2.36 0.22 0.58 1.56 0.50 7 1.74 48 0.75 6 3.18 52

Brazil BRA 54 37.42 3.49 16.23 17.70 0.90 23 1.60 46 0.93 20 1.71 49

Canada CAN 53 93.57 4.95 21.91 66.70 0.55 4 1.80 46 0.78 3 1.91 50

Chile CHL 53 0.51 0.18 0.29 0.04 1.27 43 0.13 11 0.94 21 0.66 20

Colombia COL 54 11.49 0.50 3.12 7.88 0.70 18 2.13 47 0.86 17 1.79 50

Ecuador ECU 54 10.54 0.27 0.53 9.73 0.10 2 3.30 53 0.56 2 2.78 53

Mexico MEX 54 55.98 1.65 7.49 46.84 0.36 3 1.83 48 0.76 2 1.89 52

Peru PER 54 2.10 0.05 0.41 1.64 0.45 4 1.01 38 0.76 6 1.14 42

United

States

USA 54 152.50 4.74 34.40 113.35 0.45 1 0.64 29 0.72 1 1.08 42

Venezuela VEN 52 51.07 1.08 5.65 44.34 0.24 1 2.26 46 0.66 1 1.99 49

East, South Asia and Pacific Australia AUS 54 19.32 0.33 2.86 16.13 0.29 1 1.19 43 0.65 1 1.25 47

Bangladesh BGD 51 2.41 0.16 0.16 2.08 0.14 2 1.47 44 0.63 2 1.83 49

China CHN 53 78.62 5.05 27.21 46.36 0.64 12 0.55 21 0.82 13 1.00 35

India IND 54 16.73 0.81 4.06 11.87 0.53 10 0.36 20 0.79 11 0.90 35

Indonesia IDN 53 32.78 0.00 2.56 30.22 0.18 3 1.59 42 0.66 3 2.04 50

Malaysia MYS 52 25.60 0.81 3.39 21.40 0.27 3 1.33 42 0.65 3 1.62 45

New

Zealand

NZL 53 1.54 0.03 0.43 1.08 0.56 3 0.78 30 0.80 4 0.96 36

Pakistan PAK 54 2.00 0.08 0.44 1.47 0.50 6 0.63 36 0.80 7 1.07 45

Philippines PHL 53 0.32 0.03 0.28 0.01 2.40 52 2.34 47 3.69 53 3.59 53

Thailand THA 53 6.03 0.01 1.64 4.39 0.64 10 0.78 32 0.87 10 1.19 40

Vietnam VNM 52 7.69 1.26 0.65 5.79 0.29 7 0.72 29 0.80 7 0.87 28

Europe & Central Asia Azerbaijan AZE 52 21.01 0.78 1.44 18.79 0.18 2 1.96 46 0.64 2 3.32 50

France FRA 52 2.86 0.11 0.80 1.94 0.64 8 0.08 8 0.84 8 0.61 11

Kazakhstan KAZ 54 31.99 2.85 14.90 14.24 1.04 33 2.10 50 0.99 26 1.93 50

Netherlands NLD 51 13.43 0.17 1.18 12.08 0.25 2 0.57 29 0.73 2 0.88 30

Norway NOR 52 80.32 2.11 11.20 67.00 0.33 2 1.70 43 0.70 2 1.39 45

Continued on next page
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Table 4.2: Continued.

Oil and Gas Sector Facts ($ Bn) Oil and Gas Sector Linkages

Region Country Code Sectors Total

Output

Imports Domestic

Inputs

Value

Added

NBLcw Rank NFLcw Rank NBLR Rank NFLR Rank

Russia RUS 53 234.59 6.51 78.47 149.61 0.67 11 2.15 49 0.81 11 2.88 52

Turkey TUR 54 1.07 0.01 0.17 0.89 0.48 8 0.17 9 0.82 8 0.76 19

United

Kingdom

GBR 53 44.48 1.23 6.15 37.11 0.34 3 0.83 35 0.74 3 1.06 40

Middle East & North Africa Bahrain BHR 49 5.24 0.26 0.34 4.64 0.23 5 7.45 49 0.72 3 3.91 48

Egypt EGY 52 20.94 0.43 1.62 18.89 0.24 5 6.34 52 0.76 4 4.11 52

Iran IRN 54 104.57 1.00 1.87 101.70 0.04 1 1.90 46 0.56 1 4.71 53

Kuwait KWT 42 64.22 0.72 1.49 62.01 0.08 1 7.74 42 0.72 1 3.50 42

Oman OMN 50 23.27 0.21 0.66 22.40 0.10 2 9.12 50 0.71 2 4.95 50

Qatar QAT 50 32.86 8.09 6.49 18.27 0.70 25 8.67 50 0.82 23 3.14 49

Saudi

Arabia

SAU 47 239.17 24.01 9.67 205.49 0.14 2 5.02 46 0.72 2 4.84 47

Tunisia TUN 51 2.31 0.12 0.25 1.94 0.28 5 1.30 42 0.72 5 1.35 45

UAE ARE 51 66.72 18.55 6.18 42.00 0.40 12 4.06 49 0.84 12 1.74 50

Sub-Saharan Africa Cameroon CMR 51 2.16 0.18 0.44 1.54 0.39 3 1.14 42 0.70 4 1.54 47

Côte

d’Ivoire

CIV 52 1.15 0.13 0.42 0.59 0.71 12 0.66 31 0.81 11 1.18 43

Madagascar MDG 48 0.80 0.09 0.20 0.51 0.68 22 2.36 43 0.91 24 1.39 42

Malawi MWI 53 0.39 0.04 0.06 0.29 0.43 7 2.56 49 0.80 7 1.63 50

Mauritius MUS 50 0.82 0.24 0.15 0.43 0.74 26 3.40 47 0.94 25 1.63 47

Mozambique MOZ 52 0.54 0.10 0.06 0.38 0.33 7 0.03 9 0.81 7 0.72 9

Nigeria NGA 53 60.85 6.38 1.71 52.76 0.10 5 4.62 50 0.77 5 2.21 52

South

Africa

ZAF 54 0.98 0.06 0.42 0.50 0.78 13 0.11 11 0.85 12 0.57 19

Uganda UGA 54 1.28 0.24 0.28 0.76 0.61 18 1.50 41 0.84 20 1.30 43

Notes: NBL = normalized backward linkage; NFL = normalized forward linkage; CW = Chenery-Watanabe basis; R = Rasmussen basis. A rank of one

indicates that the sector has the lowest value of that linkage across all sectors, while the maximum rank that could be attained (equal to the number of sectors)

indicates that the oil and gas sector has the highest linkage on that particular measure. All data refer to 2007. Source: GTAP8, Author analysis.
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Bearing in mind the limitation associated with comparing input-output data across coun-

tries, we observe that in most the oil and gas sector gives rise to limited direct and indirect

backward linkages relative to other economic sectors across most countries in sample. On

the other hand, as shown in Figure 4.1, forward linkages appear to be more robust in most

countries analyzed in our sample. For instance, in countries like Bahrain, Egypt, Oman and

Qatar, the oil and gas sector drives a forward linkage in excess of two while the backward

linkage is close to zero. The high forward linkage is explained by the well-established re-

fining, petrochemicals and other linked industries. These findings seem to be quite robust,

since they apply both to developing countries where the petroleum industry is still in its

infancy and the degree of industrialization is low, and developed countries where both the

petroleum and the secondary and tertiary sectors are well advanced. In order to understand

the relevant importance of the oil and gas sector to other sectors in the economy, we use

normalized linkages following the formula introduced in Equation (4.6). Figure 4.2 proposes

a categorization of countries based on the relevance of respectively, direct and indirect, for-

ward and backward linkages. In particular, sectors within each economy are grouped into

four categories:

• Key sectors in the economy: both normalized backward linkages (NBL) and normalized

forward linkages (NFL) are greater than unity;

• Sectors exhibiting strong FL and weak BL , NBL<1 and NFL>1;

• Sectors exhibiting weak linkages, both NBL and NFL are smaller than unity; and

• Sectors exhibiting strong BL and weak FL, NBL>1 and NFL<1.

Our analysis from Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 allows some broad inferences to be drawn:

• The direct backward linkage (BLcw) of the oil and gas industry is low compared to

that for other sectors. Few, if any, industries have a lower direct backward linkage;
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Figure 4.1: Chenery-Watanable (left) and Rasmussen (right) linkages from the oil and gas
sector (Source: GTAP8)
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• The direct forward linkage (FLcw) is substantially larger than the average for other

sectors in thirty three of the forty eight countries in sample. In these countries the

forward linkage was among the highest across sectors. An across the board balanced

expansion in output results in a larger than average demand for the output of the oil

and gas sector. In every case the FLcw is greater than the BLcw;

• The direct plus indirect backward linkage (BLr) of the oil and gas sector is substantially

larger than the BLcw but still less than unity for most countries, indicating that even

allowing for indirect effects of the purchases by the oil sector, its pull on the rest of the

economy is lower than the average for other sectors. Comparing across sectors, the oil

and gas sector had among the lowest values of indirect backward linkages;

• The direct plus indirect forward linkage (FLr) is greater than unity in most countries,

reaching high values and placing the oil and gas sector amongst the highest values of

forward linkage.

These high level results for sector linkages have substantial relevance to the issue of local

content. It is clear that the direct backward linkage is typically much smaller than for other

industries, and is usually among the lowest value for any sector. The direct forward linkage in

thirty-three countries was substantial and among the highest across all sectors. For Australia,

Argentina, Azerbaijan, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Ecuador, Egypt, Indonesia, Kuwait, Mexico,

Malaysia, Nigeria, Oman, Russia, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates the direct plus

indirect forward linkages were almost the highest of any sector. This suggests that, where

the sectors downstream of the oil sector are well established, the demand for output from

the oil sector is high. This in turn may indicate why governments may be interested in

integrating forward so they are able to draw heavily on the domestic oil sector and use this

to create value added.

The mere fact that backward linkages are typically low and forward linkages can be high

should not by itself lead to support for policies that aim to increase local content upstream
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and downstream of the oil sector. Policies need to be evaluated on the effectiveness and costs

to the economy, as will be outlined in the following section.

The linkages shown above relate the fraction of the gross output of a sector that is

supplied by, or to, other sectors. Overall, the total output of the oil and gas industry can be

broken into two components (1) purchase of intermediate goods and services, domestically

supplied and imported, and (2) value added which is the resource rent, return to capital and

labor employed. In Figure 4.3 we present the breakdown of the total output of the oil and

gas sector across the 48 countries in sample. As generally recognized, the cost of oil and gas

production in OPEC countries is low and thus as revealed in Figure 4.3, the total value of

the output is dominated by the resource rent.
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Using the values of sectoral intermediate import and domestic purchases reported in Ta-

ble 4.2, we measure local content levels as the ratio of domestic purchases of intermediate
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goods and services to total purchases of intermediate goods and services. The results shown

in Figure 4.4, show that in a country like Nigeria, the share of domestic purchases of goods

and services is 21 percent of the total purchases. In the Norway, the ratio is 84 percent.

Overall, the data shows that the local content levels are considerable in at least 50 percent

of the countries in our sample. These values appear at odds with the levels reported in

existing literature. For instance, local content levels from domestic sourcing of goods and

services in the Indonesian oil and gas industry was believed to be between 10 and 20 percent

in the early part of 2000s. These discrepancies may be caused by the fact that input-output

tables used in GTAP8 are heterogeneous in sources, base years, and sectoral details.
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Figure 4.4: Local content level in intermediate purchases of the oil and gas sector (Source:
GTAP8)

In designing LCPs, policy makers should therefore give due consideration to the fact that

value added can be relatively high even when gross sales are relatively low (depending on

relative profit margins), and employment can also be relatively high when gross sales are

relatively low. Moreover a distinction must be made between the wage bills created and the

employment created by linkages. The apparent low value of the backward linkages may be

due to a number of factors:
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• The oil and gas industry tends to experience very high value added relative to gross

output because of the large element of rent. Inputs into the sector therefore will tend

to be low relative to output;

• Extraction of oil and gas tends to be highly capital intensive, not only leading to a

low direct labor content, but also a small share of such inputs coming from domestic

suppliers whose ability to supply large quantities of specialized capital goods is limited;

• Where the discovery of oil and gas is a recent phenomenon, it tends initially to produce

an extremely unbalanced set of sector outputs:

– For some inputs to the oil sector, there are distinct economies of scale to pro-

duction so that potential small domestic suppliers cannot initially compete with

international suppliers. Only when enough time has elapsed (possibly boosted

by policies to encourage domestic production) will domestic firms have expanded

sufficiently to be able to more effectively lower production costs and compete.

– For some countries, the prospects for further discoveries, following an initial dis-

covery and development, may be low. Accordingly, the requirement for inputs

into the production of oil and gas may appear to be concentrated in a few years

of peak construction. In such a case, attempting to increase local content from

domestic suppliers may be a short-sighted policy given the likely fall-off in de-

mands as the field matures and then declines without further discoveries to keep

demand for inputs at a fairly constant level.

– Sizable discoveries are typically exploited commercially on a fairly large scale,

rather than proceeding by small increments from a low base as happens with

most sectors over the course of the development of an economy. Supply sectors

are initially unable to adjust to the rates of growth of demand for specialized

inputs required by the oil sector, leading to very low values for local content of

inputs.
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In the next section we present the rationale for government intervention through LCPs

as well as a general framework to evaluate the costs and benefits of such policies.

4.3 A Conceptual Framework for Cost-Benefit Analysis

The use of LCPs is potentially justified by benefits from (1) economic diversification,

(2) support of social objectives and (3) correction of market failures. Benefits from eco-

nomic diversification are driven by the fact that exports of resource-rich countries tend to

be highly concentrated in primary resources. Lederman & Maloney (2008) show empiri-

cally that such concentration tends to reduce economic growth of countries with a low level

of human capital.26 In such a case, gains could be derived from an explicit diversification

policy. Social objectives are usually formulated in response to pressure from communities

negatively affected by the extraction of the resource. Finally, market failures associated with

the production of non-renewable resources are centered on the learning curve in inputs and

the existence of productive externalities:

• Supporting infant industries is justified by the existence of learning curves (Corden,

1997). When a country is “relatively new” to the oil and gas sector, it tends to lack

the specialized labor required by the sector. To overcome this deficiency, oil companies

might (and usually do) bring foreign workers with the relevant skills and knowledge.

However, this could lead to a situation in which local workers do not get jobs because

they do not have the expertise, but they cannot get the expertise because they do not

get jobs. In these cases, government intervention aimed to support the development of

specific skills and capacities of the local labor force could be justified.

• In addition, labor mobility in the oil and gas sector could generate learning exter-

nalities. Companies might offer less training than the socially optimal level if labor

mobility is high, as workers may leave to work in other companies. In this case there

is a positive externality. This situation is likely to occur with respect to public officials

26The ‘concentration curse’ is discussed by Lederman & Maloney (2008, 2012) and Cadot et al. (2011).
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employed by the sector ministry or even the national oil company, where mobility is

high towards the private sector, since the latter usually offers salaries and benefits that

are beyond the government remuneration scale.

• Policy makers and academics often argue that FDI can be a source of valuable pro-

ductivity externalities for developing countries. Prominent among the mechanisms

often highlighted for these externalities are knowledge spillovers and “linkages” from

multinational companies (MNCs) to local firms in host countries. When local firms

start interacting with MNCs, productivity gains occur through the transfer of tech-

nology from MNCs and the decision by local firms to invest in technology upgrades.

Alfaro & Rodŕıguez-Clare (2004) present evidence of positive externalities from MNCs

to local firms in upstream industries (vertical externalities). That is MNCs’ activities

have positive spillovers to suppliers. The authors research the effect of foreign direct

investment in Latin American countries and suggest that MNCs have a higher link-

age coefficient than domestic firms in Brazil, Venezuela and Chile. This should lead

to a positive backward linkage effect. The authors also found a positive externality

from MNCs to suppliers. This externality, rather than being evidence for backward

linkages, could point to the existence of positive knowledge spillovers, which would in

turn lead to higher total factor productivity among suppliers. This is an important

consideration for the design of LCPs. Suppose the case of a country with a competitive

manufacturing sector. The sector might be competitive at producing valves and tubes.

However, requirement for the oil sector could be specific, and once the sector starts

meeting those requirements, it gets a productivity upgrade.

Potential benefits from the deployment of LCPs could be associated with critical project

level and economy wide downsides, especially over the short-run. Project level downsides

include the increase in the cost of projects, bottlenecks in the supply chain causing delays

in project delivery. In addition, health, safety, environmental and quality may arise as

critical issues. These issues could ultimately lead to a loss in revenues to the government
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and misallocation of resources to non-competitive sectors, which would yield a net welfare

loss to the economy. To this end, careful tradeoff analysis should be carried out prior to the

implementation of LCPs.

Tradeoffs from LCPs are being directly felt by the oil and gas industry. On multiple

projects, this has led to higher costs and delays in delivery. In fact, José Sergio Gabrielli,

former CEO of Petrobras, mentioned that the cost of building a mid-range tanker in Brazil

is twice the cost of building it in China (Leahy, 2012). As for delays, Petrobras missed

its production targets last year due to delays in receiving rigs (Millard, 2012). Overall,

local content policies are believed to hinder Petrobras’ from achieving its production and

financial targets. The company has not met its production targets for the last three years,

and its stocks have been under-performing. Some analysts are watching for the new CEO

of Petrobras to seek a breathing spell on local content requirements in order to achieve

the company’s growth targets (Leahy, 2012). Next, we develop a model to investigate the

conditions under which policy makers should deploy LCPs and then outline intertemporal

tradeoffs.

The principal challenge to any type of industrial policy measure is whether or not it

improves economic welfare. Harrison & Rodriguez-Clare (2010) argue that an industrial

policy would be welfare improving, provided it passes both the Mill and Bastable tests. The

Mill test requires the protected sector to eventually survive international competition without

protection, whereas the Bastable test is more stringent and calls for the present value of future

benefits arising from the policy to compensate the present costs of protection (Corden, 1997).

In the following section, we investigate the conditions under which LCPs in the oil and gas

sector pass the Bastable test.

4.4 Optimal Local Content Path and Economic Distortions

A survey of applied local content policies reveals that most countries adopt a local content

quota that is fixed over the horizon of the contract. For instance, Angola requires that at

least 70 percent of the workforce to be national, Indonesia has a similar rule. Kazakhstan
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requires 90 percent local content in the workforce for technical personnel and 70 percent for

executive positions. In Brazil, companies have to bid for the local content level they will

commit to over the duration of the pre-salt concession agreement (World Bank 2013).

Given the scarcity in resources and intertemporal nature of costs and benefits from im-

plementing LCPs, we consider an optimal control model consisting of an International Oil

Company (IOC) engaged in the extraction of a non-renewable resource in a host country.

For simplicity, we assume that the production of the exhaustible resource requires one in-

put, labor, which could be sourced either domestically or internationally. As such, the IOC

has to decide on the level of domestic versus foreign input that maximizes the net present

value of its profits, subject to available reserves, local content constraints and profit taxes.

In the first part of this section, we assess the level of distortions and tradeoffs implied by

setting local content constraints. Then, we investigate the conditions under which the social

planner of the host country should intervene in the extraction of the resource to achieve

some optimal level of domestic sourcing. Such an intervention is potentially justified by the

existence of spill-over effects into the economy or the existence of an internal learning curve

in domestic input not being internalized by the IOC. In this section we introduce our optimal

control model, evaluate the social planner problem, and analyze economic distortions from

the application of local content policies.

4.4.1 The Model

Taking foreign labor wages as numeraire, the exhaustible resource can be produced using

domestic labor (Ld) paid the domestic wage (w) or foreign experts (Lf ). As a starting point,

the domestic labor has a lower productivity than the foreign labor which translates into

a higher domestic wage (w > 1). The production function of the exhaustible resource is

assumed to be the following CES function.

q(t) = A
[
δLρ

d
(t) + (1− δ)Lρf (t)

]1/ρ
(4.7)
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Upon signature of the contract, the government sets a non-distortive value added profit tax

(τ) and an expenditure local content (LC) requirement, defined in Equation (4.8), as the

share of expenditure that goes to domestic labor over total expenditure.

LC =
wLd(t)

wLd(t) + Lf (t)
=⇒ Lf (t) = XLd(t); where X = w

(
1

LC
− 1

)
(4.8)

Assuming a downward sloping demand and using Equation 8, the price is expressed as:

p(t) = a− bq(t) = a− bAL
d
(t)[δ + (1− δ)Xρ]1/ρ (4.9)

Under these conditions, the IOC will employ the level of domestic labor that maximizes its

profits according to the following:

max
Ld

π =

T∫
0

[
p(t)AL

d
(t)[δ + (1− δ)Xρ]1/ρ − wLd(t)−XLd(t)

]
(1− τ)e−rtdt (4.10)

Subject to:

Q̇(t) = q(t) = AL
d
(t)[δ + (1− δ)Xρ]1/ρ

Q(T ) ≤ R0

where Q(T ) is the cumulative production and R0 is the initial reserves in place

0 ≤ α ≤ 1; w > 1; α ≤ LC ≤ 1

The present value Hamiltonian of this equation becomes:

H =
[
p(t)AL

d
(t)[δ + (1− δ)Xρ]1/ρ − wLd(t)−XLd(t)

]
(1− τ)

+ λAL
d
(t)[δ + (1− δ)Xρ]1/ρ (4.11)

where λ is the shadow price of cumulative production. The first order conditions imply:

∂H

∂Ld
=
(
p(t)A[δ + (1− δ)Xρ]1/ρ − w −X

)
(1− τ) + λA[δ + (1− δ)Xρ]1/ρ = 0 (4.12)
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λ̇ = rλ (4.13)

T∫
0

AL
d
(t)[δ + (1− δ)Xρ]1/ρdt = R0 (4.14)

At time t = T , the terminal condition implies the following endpoint condition:

H(T ) = 0→
[
aA[δ + (1− δ)Xρ]1/ρ − w −X

]
(1− τ) + λ0e

rTA[δ + (1− δ)Xρ]1/ρ = 0

(4.15)

As such, the shadow price of the resource grows at the interest rate according to the following

equation:

λ(t) =

[
w +X

A[δ + (1− δ)Xρ]1/ρ
− a

]
(1− τ) er(t−T ) (4.16)

Substituting Equation (4.16) into Equation (4.12) results in the following optimal time paths

for domestic labor and output:

Ld(t) =

[
a− w +X

A[δ + (1− δ)Xρ]1/ρ

] (
1− er(t−T )

) 1

bA[δ + (1− δ)Xρ]1/ρ
(4.17)

q(t) =
1

b

[
a− w +X

A[δ + (1− δ)Xρ]1/ρ

] (
1− er(t−T )

)
(4.18)

Next we determine T by substituting Equation 18 into Equation (4.14):

T∫
0

1

b

[
a− w +X

A[δ + (1− δ)Xρ]1/ρ

] (
1− er(t−T )

)
dt = R0; as such

bR0

[
a− w +X

A[δ + (1− δ)Xρ]1/ρ

]−1

= T ∗ − 1

r
+
e−rT

∗

r
(4.19)

Although we cannot get an analytical solution for T ∗ in Equation (4.19), we do comparative

statics. Differentiating the left hand side of Equation (4.19) with respect to X shows that

an increase in X (or decrease in local content), decreases the value of LHS. As such, it
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decreases the value of T ∗. Alternatively an increase in local content results in a longer

duration of extraction. As presented in Table 4.3, a higher delta implies a higher initial

production level, shorter time towards exhaustion and increased project economics. On the

other hand, a higher domestic wage leads to a lower initial production level, longer time

towards exhaustion and a decline in the project net present value.

Table 4.3: Comparative statics analysis.

δ R0 r w

Initial Production Level + + + −
Time to Exhaustion − + − +
Project Economics + − − −

In order to investigate why a government would be willing to reduce its revenues and

introduce these distortions, next we simulate the social planner problem.

4.4.2 The Social Planner Problem: Positive Spill-over Effects

Now we consider the case of the social planner who observes that the extraction of the

resource has a positive spill-over effect into the economy (e.g., positive externality from a

lower unemployment rate) that is not internalized by the IOC. In this case, we assume that

the spill-over benefit is a linear function of the domestic labor employed (mLd(t)). Where

m is the spill-over multiplier. As such, the present value Hamiltonian of the social planner

becomes:

max
Ld,X

π =

T∫
0

[
p(t)AL

d
(t)[δ + (1− δ)X(t)ρ]1/ρ − wLd(t)−X(t)Ld(t) +mLd(t)

]
e−rtdt (4.20)

Subject to:

Q̇(t) = q(t) = AL
d
(t)[δ + (1− δ)X(t)ρ]1/ρ

Q(T ) = R0

0 ≤ δ ≤ 1; w > 1; δ ≤ LC ≤ 1
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The first order conditions imply:

∂H

∂Ld
= p(t)A[δ + (1− δ)Xρ]1/ρ − w −X +m+ λA[δ + (1− δ)Xρ]1/ρ = 0 (4.21)

∂H

∂X
= p(t)ALd(1− δ)Xρ−1[δ + (1− δ)Xρ]

1
ρ
−1 − Ld

+ λALd(1− δ)Xρ−1[δ + (1− δ)Xρ]
1
ρ
−1

= 0 (4.22)

λ̇ = rλ (4.23)

T∫
0

AL
d
(t)[δ + (1− δ)Xρ]1/ρdt = R0 (4.24)

By equating Equations (4.21) and (4.22), we conclude that:

X(t)∗ =

[(
1− δ
δ

)
(w −m)

]− 1
ρ−1

; implying that

LC∗ =
w

w +
[
(1−δ)
δ

(w −m)
] −1
ρ−1

(4.25)

As such, in the presence of a spill-over benefit from employing domestic labor, there exists

an optimal local content level that is constant over time. Looking at the comparative statics,

the optimal local content level is higher the:

• Higher the spill-over multiplier m, ∂LC/∂m > 0;

• Lower the domestic wage w, ∂LC/∂w < 0;

• Higher the share of the domestic labor in the production function, ∂LC/δ.

It must be noted that these results hold only in case the spill-over benefits is a linear

function of the domestic labor employed. In case this is generalized to f(Ld), the relationship

in Equation (4.25) becomes:

LC =
w

w +
[
(1−δ)
δ

(w − fLd)
] −1
ρ−1

(4.26)
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Accordingly, the optimal local content level becomes time dependent and is a function of

the domestic wage, the share parameter of domestic labor, as well as the derivative of the

spill-over benefit function with respect to domestic labor.

4.4.3 The Social Planner Problem: Learning Curve Effects

Now we consider that the domestic labor enjoys a learning by doing cost function such

that the relative cost of domestic input decreases with cumulative production according to

the following path such that the cost goes asymptotically to the foreign wage rate.

w(Q) = (w0 − 1) e−γQ + 1 (4.27)

Where w0 is initial wage rate of domestic labor and γ is the learning rate as function of

the cumulative production. Accordingly, the present value Hamiltonian of the social planner

translates into:

H = p(t)AL
d
(t)[δ + (1− δ)X(t)ρ]1/ρ − w(Q)Ld(t)−X(t)Ld(t) +mLd(t)

+ λAL
d
(t)[δ + (1− δ)X(t)ρ]1/ρ (4.28)

First order conditions imply:

∂H

∂Ld
= p(t)A[δ + (1− δ)Xρ]1/ρ − w(Q)−X +m+ λA[δ + (1− δ)Xρ]1/ρ = 0 (4.29)

∂H

∂X
= p(t)ALd(1− δ)Xρ−1[δ + (1− δ)Xρ]

1
ρ
−1 − Ld

+ λALd(1− δ)Xρ−1[δ + (1− δ)Xρ]
1
ρ
−1

= 0 (4.30)

.

λ = rλ− ∂H

∂Q
(4.31)

T∫
0

AL
d
(t)[δ + (1− δ)Xρ]1/ρdt = R0 (4.32)

From Equations (4.29) and (4.30), we conclude that:
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X(t) =

[(
1− δ
δ

)
(w(Q)−m)

]− 1
ρ−1

; implying that

LC(t) =
w(Q)

w(Q) +
[
(1−δ)
δ

(w(Q)−m)
] −1
ρ−1

(4.33)

This implies that the optimal level of local content varies over time as a function of the

initial domestic wage, learning rate, spill over benefit, and characteristics of the production

function. The initial local content level mainly depends on the initial wage of local labor,

multiplier benefit and delta. As for the steady state(i.e., by the time the learning curve

matures and the domestic wages reach the steady state level), the optimal local content

level mainly depends on the social benefit multiplier and delta. In order to illustrate these

findings, we present next a series of numerical simulations.

4.4.4 Numerical Analysis

Using equations (4.10), (4.17), (4.18), and (4.19), the green line of Figure 4.5 presents

a numerical example of the private, IOC, optimal extraction without any local content re-

quirement. This leads to an optimal local content rate of 33 percent. In case the social

planner observes a social benefit from hiring domestic labor with an m of 0.85, then the

optimal local content level is 60 percent. This leads to a decrease of the overall project

NPV by 32 percent. Similarly, the government revenues from taxes decrease by a similar

amount. The 60 percent local content requirement leads to a lower initial production level

and a longer duration towards the exhaustion of the reserves from 20 years to 22 years. In

case the social planner elects to impose a local content requirement of 80 percent, then the

project economics decrease by 87 percent from the case optimal case of 60 percent local

content requirement. More importantly, the production of the exhaustible resource extends

to 36 years.

Now we consider the case of a learning curve where the domestic wage declines with

cumulative production. Figure 4.6 shows that the optimal local content level is time depen-
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dent, starting at 48 percent and reaching 74 percent by year 24. Given the learning curve

effects, the overall economics of the project increase.
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Figure 4.6: The case of learning curve

The economic costs associated with the adoption of a time dependent local content path

might be significant. Thus, the social planner might elect to move to a second best policy

instrument, that is setting a fixed a local content level at the beginning of the contract.

Taking the same example as above, we simulate the net benefits of the social planner under

different fixed local content levels in Figure 4.7. As shown below, we find that the optimal

second best policy instrument would be to set a fixed local content level of 55 percent.

To summarize, the presence of a learning curve or non-linear multiplier effect lead to a

time dependent optimal local content path. The introduction of any binding local content

constraint beyond the optimal level leads to

• Loss in the overall profits of the project and those flowing to the IOC;

• Decline in the net present value of the government revenues from taxes;

• Decrease in the level of initial production;
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• Extension of the time to exhaustion of the resources (T ).

4.5 Conclusion

Today, over 80 resource-rich countries are deploying local content policies (e.g., price

premiums for local suppliers, established quota) in order to maximize the economy-wide

capture from the extraction of their domestic resources. Our contribution in this paper is

three-fold, we (1) quantify the linkages from the oil and gas sector to the economy across 48

countries (2) present a framework for assessing the costs and benefits from deploying local

content policies, and (3) assess the intertemporal trade-offs and conditions under which such

policies should be implemented.

LCPs are in essence a trade-off between short-term efficiency and long-term economic

development. In fact, our intertemporal analysis of the resource extraction problem suggests

that any local content requirement will directly affect the government revenues and the overall

economics of any project. This can be justified in case of social benefits from employing

domestic labor or in the presence of a learning curve in domestic production that is not

internalized by the IOC. In the former case, there exists a fixed optimal local content level

that is fixed over time only in case the social benefits from using domestic inputs are a

linear function of the domestic input. The non-linearity of these benefits or the presence of

a learning curve that is function of cumulative production leads to a time dependent local

content path that increases with the cumulative production level.

Against these findings, policy makers in the resource based industries should closely eval-

uate the social benefits from using domestic input and consider the presence of any learning

curve. Under any of these conditions, the optimal local content level is time dependent.

Finally, the design of local content policies should take into account the opportunity cost of

the policies, that is instead of applying LCPs in the resource sector, profits from resource

extraction are invested in alternative sectors where the country enjoys a comparative advan-

tage. To this end, future research work should evaluate the trade-offs in a general equilibrium

setting.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

Policy makers in resource-rich developing countries are keen on maximizing the economic

benefits from the extraction of their resources while sharing the resource wealth with their

populations. Traditionally, policy makers in these countries have used fuel subsidies as

a mean for wealth sharing. To maximize the economic linkages from their resources, an

increasing number of governments have been deploying local content policies that seem to

have mixed success. Against this background, this thesis contributes to the discussion of

resource-based economic linkages and sustainable developed by presenting:

1. A methodology to evaluate the level of transport fuel prices that reflects direct costs,

indirect costs and the cost of externalities (CO2, local pollutants, congestion, traffic

accidents);

2. An analysis of the impact of rationalizing transport fuel prices on global demand for

these fuels, emissions, government revenues and consumers welfare;

3. A general equilibrium analysis of phasing out the transport fuel subsidies in Saudi

Arabia, where the level of the subsidy and associated negative externalities are among

the highest in the world;

4. The first comprehensive analysis of backward and forward linkages from the oil and

gas industry across 48 countries;

5. An algorithm to evaluate the intertemporal trade-offs from applying local content poli-

cies and presence of an optimal local content path.

These contributions are developed in three essays. Essay 1 presents a methodology for

rationalizing transport fuel prices so they reflect their direct costs (production), indirect
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costs (road maintenance) and negative externalities (climate change, local pollutants, traffic

accidents and congestion). By applying the presented methodology in a partial equilibrium

environment, we show that the global demand for gasoline can be reduced by eight percent

and for diesel by six percent. This curbs CO2 emissions from these fuels in the transport

sector by around 12 percent. In addition, this reduces the subsidy costs by more than 50

billion dollars. Findings from the first essay ignore the general equilibrium effects from

rationalizing transport fuel prices, especially that the generated revenues will be spent back

into the economy and will thus have a significant impact on the demand for fossil fuels and

consumer’s welfare. To this end, essay 2 focuses on the issue of transport fuel subsidies

in resource-rich developing countries and builds the case for their phase out. Given that

the objective behind these subsidies is sharing the resource wealth, we take the case of

Saudi Arabia and build a numerical model in a general equilibrium setting that allows us

to evaluate the welfare gains from phasing out fuel subsidies and compensating households

through direct cash transfers. Our model shows that the Saudi government can increase its

consumers’ welfare up to five percentage points. In case the cash transfer is adjusted to keep

consumers’ utility at the pre-reform level, the required compensating transfer would leave the

government with three percentage points of additional revenues. Essay 3 shifts the attention

to the application of local content policies that aim at increasing the economic linkages from

the extraction of hydrocarbon resources. In this essay, we start by a first ever measurement

of backward and forward linkages from the oil and gas sector across 48 countries. Our

cross-sectional analysis shows how backward linkages in oil and gas tend to be lower than

for other sectors in the economy, while forward linkages are among the highest. Then, we

evaluate the economic distortions created by the introduction of local content policies in an

intertemporal optimal control environment, showing that an increase of local content levels

from an optimal private rate of 50 percent to 70 percent government requirement reduces

the government’s revenues and the NPV of the project by 40 percent. Two of the most

cited reasons for government intervention through LCPs are (1) positive social externalities
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from hiring domestic input, and (2) presence of a learning curve that is not internalized by

the private producer of the extractive resource. To this end, we consider the social planner

problem, where the presence of (1) social benefits from hiring domestic resources, or (2) a

learning curve not observed by the international operators, lead to an optimal local content

path. The work we present in the third essay provides a strong foundation for evaluating the

social optimal local content level and associated intertemporal trade-offs. However, future

research can expand on this work on three main fronts. The first would take the partial

equilibrium optimal control analysis to an open economy general equilibrium environment

where (1) the cost associated with the LCPs can be evaluated vis--vis other options (e.g.,

investing in other sectors where the country has a natural comparative advantage), (2) the

social objectives can be reflected in the households utility function, and (3) welfare and

trade related implications from internalizing the learning curve can be evaluated. Second,

the issue of forward linkage can be analyzed and a socially optimal forward linkage related

local content level can be investigated. Third, the growing application of these policies opens

the door for cross-sectional and time series econometric analysis that will help explain the

variation in local content levels across countries and guide the design of efficient policies.
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APPENDIX A - DETAILS ON CALCULATIONS UNDERLYING CHAPTER 2

In this appendix, we represent and explain different types of costs including direct cost,

road maintenance cost, marginal cost of climate change, marginal cost of local pollutants,

and marginal cost of traffic accidents. In addition, at the end of this appendix we represent

a Figure depicting frequency analysis of externality costs (Figure A.1), and a Table with

countries factsheet and counterfactuals for 2008 (Table A.2).

Direct Cost

Where data exist, we compute the direct production cost without transfers for the ith fuel

(g for gasoline and d for diesel), in the jth country (P t
i,j) to be the market price (Pi,j) minus

tax (Ti,j), or

P t
i,j = Pi,j − Ti,j (A.1)

Using retail prices and taxes reported by IEA (2011), we calculate the gasoline direct cost for

40 countries and that of diesel for 42 countries. Where tax data is unavailable or countries are

subsidizing the products, we evaluate the direct cost of fuel i(P t
i,j) as equal to the wholesale

price (Pw
i,j) for fuel i plus an advalorem transportation and distribution margin (mi):

P t
i,j = Pw

i,j (1 +mi) (A.2)

The November 2008 wholesale price is measured at three international ports where prod-

ucts are traded and the price is transparent—New York Harbor (NYH), Amsterdam/Rot-

terdam/Antwerp (ARA), and Singapore. The nominal wholesale prices for gasoline are 128,

119, 115 cents per gallon and for diesel are 239, 241, 235 cents per gallon in NYH, ARA, and

Singapore, respectively (IEA, 2010a).27 For each country, we assume the wholesale price to

27The U.S. prices are a weighted average of spot price for conventional regular gasoline and a weighted average
number 2 low sulfur diesel fuel from New York Harbor, the U.S. Gulf Coast, and Los Angeles with weights
of (0.45, 0.45 and 0.10.) from averages of daily data for November, 2008. To convert the U.S. gasoline
to premium $0.19 per gallon is added to the gasoline price, which is the difference between premium
and regular gasoline for the United States. Diesel prices for Rotterdam and Singapore are computed
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be that of the nearest hub. Building on that, we compute margins (mi) from countries where

tax data is available. We choose the mi that minimizes the total squared error (TSEi) be-

tween our direct costs measured as price less tax and our computed direct cost Pw
i,j (1 +mi)

or:

min
mi

(TSEi) = min
mi
∈
∑
j

[
Pi,j − Ti,j − Pw

i,j (1 +mi,j)
]2

(A.3)

Using the taxes reported by IEA (2012) for 41 countries we get an 82.0 percent margin for

gasoline and a 47.8 percent margin for diesel using data on 43 countries.

Road Maintenance Cost

We start with a value of 56.6 cents per gallon reported by (GTZ, 2009), and then we extrap-

olate this figure to our 123 countries by adjusting the labor component of the cost. Statistics

Norway (2004) reports that 32 percent of road maintenance cost is labor wages while the

rest is material cost. Using this breakdown, we adjust the labor part of the cost based on the

minimum wage ratio of each country (Wj) to the U.S. (Wus) using data reported by World

Minimum Wage Resource (2009). The non-labor part of the cost, mainly material, is as-

sumed to be equal across countries. Therefore the road maintenance cost for each country (j)

is:

MCRd
j = MCRd ×

[
0.32× Wj

WU.S.

+ 0.68

]
(A.4)

Marginal Cost of Climate Change

As mentioned above, we start with the U.S. number, $21 per ton and then adjust for differ-

ences in purchasing power of each country.28 This is calculated as the ratio of PPP foreign

exchange to the nominal exchange rate, both expressed in local currency per dollar. Given

from the average daily gas oil prices for November, 2008 with two cents added, which is the difference in
price between number 2 diesel fuel and heating oil in the United States. (Weekly Petroleum Status Report
summarized at http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/international/prices.html#Motor) Premium gasoline
prices for Rotterdam and Singapore are for premium gasoline from Energy Prices and Taxes, International
Energy Agency Online database, for November of 2008.

28The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change Based states the principle of “common but
differentiated,” which means that rich countries should bear a larger burden of mitigation responsibilities.
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that countries have different fleet characteristics (e.g., age distribution, size of vehicles and

respective emissions per gallon), we adjusted the cost of CO2 by multiplying it by a fuel

specific emissions factor (FEFj) that represents the tons of CO2 emitted by every gallon of

gasoline or diesel. As such, the marginal cost of climate change can be represented as:

MCCC
i,j = 21

$

tonne
× FXPPP

FXNom

× FEFi (A.5)

Marginal Cost of Local Pollutants

We start with the NRC (2009) values of 9.0 cents for gasoline and 16.5 cents per gallon

for diesel.29 We extrapolate these figures to the countries in sample by adjusting for the

value damage and fleet emissions efficiency in each country. The greatest damage caused

by local pollutants is premature mortality NRC (2009). As such, we extrapolate the above

figures by adjusting for the value of a statistical life (VSLj). OECD (2012) suggests the

use of unit transfer with income adjustment methodology when considering the use of VSL

in environment, health and transport policies. In our context the marginal cost is adjusted

based on the ratio of VSL of each country to the U.S. The latter is reported by NRC (2009)

to be $7.2 million, in 2007.

VSLj
VSLU.S.

=

(
Real GDP/Capitaj

Real GDP/CapitaU.S.

)ηVSL

(A.6)

where ηVSL is the elasticity of the VSL with respect to income. Viscusi & Joseph (2007) use

revealed preference on occupation risk in labor markets and find the value of ηVSL between

0.5 and 0.6. More recently, Viscusi (2010) argues from a meta-analysis that the earlier range

was too low and that it should be around 1.0 for the general public. Robinson & Hammitt

(2010) argue that income elasticities larger than 1 should be used for estimating the VSL

of low-income countries based on high-income ones. Their argument is built on analysis of

cross-country relationship between VSL and economic growth, in addition to estimates of

VSL by income quantile.30

29As shown in figures S-3 in NRC (2009).
30See OECD (2012) for a discussion on VSL.
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In our case, we assume a value of 1.0 applied on all countries. Next, we adjust the marginal

cost to reflect the fleet emissions efficiency of every country. We do this by multiplying the

marginal cost by the ratio of the sum of NOX and VOC of each country relative to the

U.S. Here, IEA (2011) reports this data on 29 countries out of the 123 countries considered.

In order to estimate that ratio across the remaining countries, we carry out a cross-section

regression analysis where the sum of NOX and VOC is regressed on a constant, gasoline

consumption (Qg), diesel consumption (Qd) and GDP per capita (Ypercap):

NOX + VOC = α0 + α1Ypercap + α2Qg + α3Q3 (A.7)

The results of the regression are presented in Table A.1. Using these findings in equa-

tion A.3, we estimate the NOX + VOC level for each country.

Table A.1: Cross-sectional analysis of NOX + VOC data. Source: IEA (2011b)

Constant GDP/Capita Qg Qd

(α0) (α1) (α2) (α3)

Coefficient 187.1791 −4.7339 0.0148 0.0186
(t-stat) (2.0601) (−2.1071) (11.1440) (4.7628)

Observations 29

R2 98.97%

In total, the country specific marginal cost of local pollutants by fuel type can be written

as:

MC lp
i,j = MC lp

i,US ×
VSLj

VSLUS

× (NOX + VOC)j
(NOX + VOC)US

(A.8)

Marginal Cost of Congestion

Driven by data availability, we use the inflation adjusted cost of congestion estimated by

Parry et al. (2004) for the U.S., 36 cents per gallon for gasoline, as the base and carry out

three adjustments. First, we adjust for the urbanization ratio to the U.S. using data from

UN (2011). Second, whenever available, we adjust for vehicles per km of road based on

World Bank data (2011). Finally, we adjust for the value of time (VOT) using the Parry
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(2012) approach. The cost is converted to cents per gallon of diesel using heat conversion

factor.

Marginal Cost of Traffic Accidents

The International Road Federation data on fatalities from accidents (International Road

Federation, 2010) is aggregated into one category and thus does not allow us to consider

these not internalized by drivers (i.e. drivers considering the risk of death when they decide

on driving). In order to estimate that, we applying Parry’s (2012) approach to fatalities

reported by IRF and calibrate the results to match the inflation adjusted marginal cost of

accidents reported by Parry & Small (2005), thus applying an adjustment factor of 15 percent

to IRF’s fatalities. In cents per gallon the marginal cost of accidents is calculated as:

MCAC
j =

Traffic Fatalities (j)× VSLj × 15%

Qj

× TOEj

gallonj
× 100 (A.9)

An analysis of the distribution of the marginal costs of externalities is presented in Figure A.1.
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Figure A.1: Frequency analysis of externality costs.
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Table A.2: Countries factsheet and counterfactuals for 2008.

Decrease in Consumption Level (Mn gallons)

Region Country Code GDP/Capita Consumption Price (c/gallon) Price Elasticity Income Elasticity Remove Subsidy Add Add Cost of

($000/capita) (Mn gallons) Maintenance Cost Externalities

Gasoline Diesel Gasoline Diesel Gasoline Diesel Gasoline Diesel Gasoline Diesel Gasoline Diesel Gasoline Diesel

Africa (Excluding

North Africa)

Angola Ang 6.27 209 182 201 148 −0.22 −0.22 1.26 1.34 4 25 14 35 20 42

Benin Ben 1.43 156 77 390 390 −0.26 −0.13 1.26 1.34 0 0 0 0 0 0

Botswana Bot 14.93 137 85 333 386 −0.26 −0.13 1.26 1.34 0 0 0 0 2 2

Cameroon CMR 2.14 130 104 431 394 −0.26 −0.13 1.26 1.34 0 0 0 0 0 0

Congo, R. COG 3.92 37 78 307 216 −0.26 −0.13 1.26 1.34 0 3 0 6 0 9

Cote

d’Ivoire

Cot 1.64 50 92 503 454 −0.14 −0.46 −1.07 1.19 0 0 0 0 0 0

Eritrea Eri 0.67 2 10 958 405 −0.26 −0.13 1.26 1.34 0 0 0 0 0 0

Ethiopia Eth 0.88 57 349 348 337 −0.39 −0.22 0.74 1.79 0 0 0 0 0 2

Gabon Gab 14.58 17 50 431 341 −0.22 −0.22 1.26 1.34 0 0 0 0 0 4

Ghana Gha 1.52 202 178 341 341 −0.26 −0.13 1.26 1.34 0 0 0 0 0 2

Kenya Ken 1.70 134 203 454 431 −0.26 −0.13 1.75 1.34 0 0 0 0 0 0

MozambiqueMoz 0.89 37 95 647 519 −0.26 −0.13 1.26 1.34 0 0 0 0 0 0

Namibia Nam 6.70 145 56 295 333 −0.33 −0.38 0.90 1.46 0 0 0 0 6 5

Nigeria Nig 2.16 2,675 386 223 428 −0.22 −0.22 1.65 1.34 0 0 108 0 163 0

Senegal Sen 1.76 45 179 511 477 −0.26 −0.13 1.26 1.34 0 0 0 0 0 0

South

Africa

Zaf 10.45 2,953 1,899 246 170 −0.26 −0.13 0.54 1.20 0 126 0 188 109 276

Sudan Sud 2.31 243 484 602 473 −0.26 −0.22 1.26 1.34 0 0 0 0 0 0

Tanzania Tan 1.36 95 259 420 492 −0.26 −0.13 1.26 1.34 0 0 0 0 0 0

Togo Tog 0.82 68 32 337 333 −0.26 −0.13 1.26 1.34 0 0 0 0 0 0

Continued on next page
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Table A.2: Continued.

Decrease in Consumption Level (Mn gallons)

Region Country Code GDP/Capita Consumption Price (c/gallon) Price Elasticity Income Elasticity Remove Subsidy Add Add Cost of

($000/capita) (Mn gallons) Maintenance Cost Externalities

Gasoline Diesel Gasoline Diesel Gasoline Diesel Gasoline Diesel Gasoline Diesel Gasoline Diesel Gasoline Diesel

Zambia Zam 1.46 44 – 643 609 −0.26 −0.13 1.26 1.34 0 – 0 – 0 –

Zimbabwe Zim 0.35 50 63 492 397 −0.22 −0.22 1.26 1.34 0 0 0 0 0 0

Asia & Oceania Australia Aus 38.25 5,259 2,245 280 356 −0.29 −0.65 0.55 0.69 0 0 0 0 24 57

Bahrain Bah 34.88 220 129 79 49 −0.50 −0.19 1.04 1.34 129 34 149 39 166 45

Bangladesh Ban 1.41 133 281 443 265 −0.09 −0.22 2.06 1.66 0 0 0 9 0 28

Brunei Bru 49.16 84 45 144 79 −0.24 −0.27 0.90 1.34 7 12 11 14 20 18

Cambodia KHM 2.03 62 66 356 337 −0.26 −0.13 1.26 1.34 0 0 0 0 0 1

China Chi 6.19 21,931 15,523 375 382 −0.26 −0.22 0.97 0.59 0 0 0 0 0 104

Chinese

Taipei

Tai 32.22 2,695 1,178 242 261 −0.69 −0.28 2.02 0.43 0 0 0 0 0 86

Georgia Geo 4.91 132 62 413 439 −0.26 −0.13 1.26 1.34 0 0 0 0 0 0

Hong

Kong

HKG 43.82 125 338 738 439 −0.12 −0.36 0.42 0.50 0 0 0 0 0 0

India Ind 2.87 4,299 8,322 413 265 −0.36 −0.13 1.37 1.12 0 0 0 161 0 717

Indonesia IDN 3.99 5,783 2,296 189 159 −0.20 −0.38 1.89 1.58 118 347 350 524 510 676

Japan Jap 34.00 16,063 7,148 537 492 −0.15 −0.26 1.39 0.99 0 0 0 0 0 56

Korea,

South

Kor 32.30 2,805 4,337 572 530 −0.90 −0.38 1.14 0.88 0 0 0 0 0 0

Malaysia Mal 14.15 3,136 1,664 201 201 −0.13 −0.22 0.95 1.61 18 71 102 157 179 255

Mongolia Mon 3.55 140 7 522 537 −0.26 −0.13 1.26 1.34 0 0 0 0 0 0

Myanmar Mya 1.15 152 185 163 197 −0.22 −0.13 1.26 1.34 8 5 14 11 22 20

Nepal Nep 1.16 25 73 428 310 −0.26 −0.57 1.26 1.34 0 0 0 0 0 1

New

Zealand

NZL 27.14 859 579 413 322 −0.10 −0.38 0.87 1.79 0 0 0 18 0 57

Pakistan Pak 2.62 580 2,192 318 291 −0.41 −0.22 0.73 1.37 0 0 0 0 0 37

Philippines Phi 3.51 966 1,272 344 307 −0.35 −0.13 0.57 1.34 0 0 0 0 0 4

Continued on next page
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Table A.2: Continued.

Decrease in Consumption Level (Mn gallons)

Region Country Code GDP/Capita Consumption Price (c/gallon) Price Elasticity Income Elasticity Remove Subsidy Add Add Cost of

($000/capita) (Mn gallons) Maintenance Cost Externalities

Gasoline Diesel Gasoline Diesel Gasoline Diesel Gasoline Diesel Gasoline Diesel Gasoline Diesel Gasoline Diesel

Singapore Sin 51.24 309 481 405 341 −0.33 −0.12 0.66 0.36 0 0 0 0 51 40

Sri Lanka Sri 4.59 192 376 541 284 −0.40 −0.17 1.02 1.04 0 0 0 2 0 20

Thailand Tha 8.24 1,819 3,286 329 242 −0.16 −0.23 0.91 1.33 0 8 0 186 29 594

Vietnam Vie 2.80 1,231 1,365 303 291 −0.26 −0.22 1.26 1.34 0 0 0 0 12 61

Europe & Central

Asia

Albania Alb 6.91 29 186 515 496 −0.26 −0.13 1.26 1.34 0 0 0 0 0 0

Austria AUT 39.89 622 1,615 519 541 −0.81 −0.16 −0.79 1.79 0 0 0 0 0 0

Azerbaijan Aze 8.73 353 200 280 212 −0.22 −0.22 1.26 1.34 0 6 0 17 16 37

Belarus BLR 12.59 185 277 503 401 −0.39 −0.22 −0.37 1.34 0 0 0 0 0 22

Belgium Bel 36.34 540 2,260 568 507 −0.51 −0.38 −0.79 1.79 0 0 0 0 0 0

Bosnia

and Her.

Bos 7.79 119 182 428 447 −0.26 −0.13 1.26 1.34 0 0 0 0 0 0

Bulgaria Bul 12.34 224 479 484 519 −0.39 −0.13 0.74 1.34 0 0 0 0 0 0

Croatia Cro 18.60 254 354 481 519 −0.48 −0.13 0.82 1.79 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cyprus Cyp 29.03 140 86 484 473 −0.33 −0.38 0.72 1.34 0 0 0 0 0 1

Czech

Republic

Cze 25.09 737 1,102 519 549 −0.32 −0.38 0.89 1.34 0 0 0 0 0 0

Denmark Den 37.51 642 778 583 583 −0.60 −0.20 −0.11 1.79 0 0 0 0 0 0

Estonia Est 20.33 120 123 447 492 −0.32 −0.38 1.02 1.34 0 0 0 0 0 0

Finland Fin 36.21 566 713 594 526 −0.50 −0.05 0.56 1.35 0 0 0 0 0 0

France Fra 34.18 3,014 9,631 575 549 −0.53 −0.24 −0.77 1.79 0 0 0 0 0 0

Germany Ger 35.66 7,478 8,126 590 590 −0.42 −0.38 0.68 1.79 0 0 0 0 0 0

Greece Gre 30.23 1,512 690 466 534 −0.33 −0.44 1.89 1.18 0 0 0 0 0 0

Hungary Hun 19.55 560 818 481 522 −0.32 −0.38 1.07 1.34 0 0 0 0 0 0

Iceland Ice 40.69 57 38 435 496 −0.33 −0.38 0.66 1.34 0 0 0 0 0 0

Continued on next page
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Table A.2: Continued.

Decrease in Consumption Level (Mn gallons)

Region Country Code GDP/Capita Consumption Price (c/gallon) Price Elasticity Income Elasticity Remove Subsidy Add Add Cost of

($000/capita) (Mn gallons) Maintenance Cost Externalities

Gasoline Diesel Gasoline Diesel Gasoline Diesel Gasoline Diesel Gasoline Diesel Gasoline Diesel Gasoline Diesel

Ireland Ire 41.83 639 808 590 621 −0.30 −0.38 0.81 1.41 0 0 0 0 0 0

Italy Ita 30.56 4,073 7,457 594 617 −0.57 −0.24 −0.52 1.79 0 0 0 0 0 0

Kazakhstan Kaz 11.45 1,398 128 314 273 −0.26 −0.22 1.26 1.34 0 0 0 2 97 15

Latvia Lat 17.19 139 213 424 466 −0.48 −0.13 1.21 1.79 0 0 0 0 0 0

Lithuania Lit 19.11 153 295 428 462 −0.48 −0.13 0.80 1.79 0 0 0 0 0 2

LuxembourgLux 82.16 154 529 530 503 −0.50 −0.38 0.14 1.34 0 0 0 0 0 0

Macedonia Mkd 9.20 44 70 435 424 −0.39 −0.13 −0.37 1.34 0 0 0 0 0 1

Malta MLT 24.15 26 33 628 590 −0.48 −0.13 −0.40 1.34 0 0 0 0 0 1

Moldova Mol 3.00 35 62 454 394 −0.26 −0.13 1.26 1.34 0 0 0 0 0 1

Netherlands Net 41.32 1,557 2,086 636 549 −0.34 −0.01 0.60 1.31 0 0 0 0 0 0

Norway Nor 52.87 485 668 617 617 −0.42 −0.07 −0.64 2.08 0 0 0 0 0 0

Poland Pol 17.58 1,497 2,635 541 530 −0.48 −0.13 −0.31 1.34 0 0 0 0 0 0

Portugal Por 23.08 558 1,391 609 556 −0.38 −0.29 0.99 1.79 0 0 0 0 0 0

Romania Rom 12.64 543 936 420 462 −0.26 −0.13 1.26 1.34 0 0 0 0 0 0

Russia Rus 16.03 11,842 3,619 337 326 −0.10 −0.22 0.23 1.79 0 0 0 13 44 202

Slovakia SVA 22.04 234 399 594 636 −0.48 −0.38 0.66 1.34 0 0 0 0 0 0

Slovenia SVE 29.57 240 407 447 477 −0.50 −0.38 0.32 1.79 0 0 0 0 0 0

Spain Spa 30.86 2,304 7,862 466 484 −0.36 −0.38 −0.64 1.79 0 0 0 0 0 0

Sweden Swe 37.88 1,261 1,212 522 575 −0.48 −0.25 −0.61 1.39 0 0 0 0 0 0

Switzerland Swi 41.40 1,265 692 492 575 −0.37 −0.43 1.48 1.18 0 0 0 0 0 0

Turkey Tur 13.12 869 2,708 708 617 −0.29 −0.13 0.57 2.27 0 0 0 0 0 0

Ukraine Ukr 7.35 1,985 809 333 363 −0.26 −0.13 1.26 1.34 0 0 0 0 3 12

United

Kingdom

Ukm 36.08 6,250 6,592 545 625 −0.50 −0.38 −0.23 1.79 0 0 0 0 0 0

Continued on next page
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Table A.2: Continued.

Decrease in Consumption Level (Mn gallons)

Region Country Code GDP/Capita Consumption Price (c/gallon) Price Elasticity Income Elasticity Remove Subsidy Add Add Cost of

($000/capita) (Mn gallons) Maintenance Cost Externalities

Gasoline Diesel Gasoline Diesel Gasoline Diesel Gasoline Diesel Gasoline Diesel Gasoline Diesel Gasoline Diesel

Uzbekistan Uzb 2.61 501 74 – 121 −0.39 −0.22 −0.37 1.34 0 11 0 14 0 20

Latin & North

America

Argentina Arg 14.41 1,503 2,298 295 220 −0.08 −0.22 −1.09 1.34 0 108 5 268 18 383

Bolivia Bol 4.35 176 228 257 201 −0.22 −0.22 1.26 1.34 0 15 7 27 13 38

Brazil Bra 10.53 5,189 9,028 477 390 −0.39 −0.32 1.37 0.90 0 0 0 0 0 0

Canada Can 39.03 11,312 3,587 288 341 −0.48 −0.74 0.72 1.26 0 0 0 0 260 385

Chile CHL 14.61 877 1,046 360 360 −0.38 −0.13 0.40 0.70 0 0 0 0 21 16

Colombia Col 9.00 1,162 1,184 394 276 −0.06 −0.22 −0.73 1.79 0 0 0 37 0 97

Costa Rica Cos 10.79 248 234 469 416 −0.44 −0.13 1.26 1.34 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cuba Cub 5.32 121 81 632 572 −0.26 −0.13 1.26 1.34 0 0 0 0 0 0

Dominican

Republic

Dom 8.06 336 155 394 356 −0.29 −0.13 1.13 1.34 0 0 0 0 0 1

Ecuador Ecu 7.77 779 539 193 102 −0.18 −0.17 1.25 1.21 41 80 66 101 82 116

El

Salvador

ElS 7.61 156 116 295 307 −0.26 −0.13 1.95 1.34 0 0 2 1 6 3

Guatemala Gua 4.88 330 285 326 310 −0.50 −0.22 1.43 1.34 0 0 0 2 7 9

Honduras HND 4.48 154 175 303 303 −0.30 −0.13 1.26 1.34 0 0 1 1 5 4

Mexico Mex 14.55 12,677 4,346 280 204 −0.31 −0.30 1.25 0.86 0 0 201 143 655 357

Nicaragua Nic 2.95 68 81 329 310 −0.26 −0.22 1.26 1.34 0 0 0 0 1 3

Paraguay Par 4.79 73 282 443 363 −0.22 −0.13 0.84 1.34 0 0 0 0 0 0

Peru Per 8.61 321 991 537 375 −0.37 −0.43 1.46 1.05 0 0 0 0 0 26

Trinidad

and

Tobago

Tri 21.57 167 100 136 92 −0.22 −0.27 0.80 1.34 22 25 31 33 38 40

United

States

USA 47.16 133,476 38,872 212 295 −0.30 −0.07 0.63 1.00 0 0 622 282 16,868 1,047

Uruguay Uru 12.70 101 183 447 443 −0.26 −0.13 1.06 1.34 0 0 0 0 0 0

Continued on next page
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Table A.2: Continued.

Decrease in Consumption Level (Mn gallons)

Region Country Code GDP/Capita Consumption Price (c/gallon) Price Elasticity Income Elasticity Remove Subsidy Add Add Cost of

($000/capita) (Mn gallons) Maintenance Cost Externalities

Gasoline Diesel Gasoline Diesel Gasoline Diesel Gasoline Diesel Gasoline Diesel Gasoline Diesel Gasoline Diesel

Venezuela Ven 12.73 4,647 768 8 4 −0.14 −0.17 0.70 1.65 2,203 389 2,378 412 2,487 428

Middle East &

North Africa

Algeria Alg 6.76 824 1,032 129 76 −0.45 −0.22 −0.59 1.87 175 263 235 311 281 352

Egypt Egy 5.90 1,669 2,109 185 76 −0.21 −0.22 1.36 0.86 57 538 119 625 157 680

Iran IRN 10.91 6,840 5,236 38 11 −0.20 −0.15 1.11 1.68 2,701 1,963 3,029 2,071 3,220 2,155

Iraq-P05 IRQ 3.48 1,518 1,850 145 129 −0.09 −0.17 0.63 1.34 49 185 79 259 97 315

Israel Isr 28.71 836 369 519 643 −0.23 −0.19 1.20 0.46 0 0 0 0 0 0

Jordan Jor 5.49 324 196 231 231 −0.26 −0.22 0.42 1.05 0 3 10 13 30 29

Kuwait Kuw 40.47 904 356 91 76 −0.09 −0.02 0.82 0.61 66 7 84 9 134 12

Lebanon Leb 13.10 535 4 288 288 −0.26 −0.22 0.74 1.34 0 0 0 0 4 0

Libya Lib 14.07 462 666 53 45 −0.14 −0.22 −0.38 1.34 97 222 115 253 121 266

Oman Oma 25.38 603 50 117 144 −0.52 −0.27 0.96 1.34 158 7 208 10 269 15

Qatar Qat 80.79 370 579 83 72 −0.08 −0.15 0.66 1.34 26 100 33 124 44 164

Saudi

Arabia

Sau 23.49 6,120 4,590 61 34 −0.09 −0.12 1.02 0.79 1,027 967 1,248 1,085 1,437 1,198

Syria Syr 4.82 490 792 322 201 −0.22 −0.22 1.26 1.96 0 34 0 74 0 113

Tunisia Tun 8.89 157 338 363 318 −0.22 −0.28 0.75 1.21 0 0 0 3 1 33

UAE UAE 38.56 1,420 1,408 170 235 −0.14 −0.17 0.63 1.34 41 10 92 94 144 182

Yemen Yem 2.41 541 132 114 64 −0.22 −0.22 1.26 2.36 68 34 89 39 102 43

Source: IMF (2011), IEA (2010), GTZ (2010), DEDD (2012).
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APPENDIX B - CGE MODEL CODE CHAPTER 3

B.1 $Title Read GTAP 8 Basedata, Benchmark Replication in MPSGE and Reform Policies

for Oil Products Prices

B.2

B.3 $if not set equtil $set equtil no

B.4

B.5 *Read the gdx file called GCC in case it is not specified (result of the mapping

exercise)

B.6 $if not set ds $set ds g20_2007

B.7

B.8 *$set energydata

B.9 $include gtap8data

B.10

B.11 *alias defines the same set (e.g., g) and defines it again with a different name

B.12

B.13 Alias (g,gg);

B.14 * g = crude oil gas coal .. and C G I

B.15 * r = regions

B.16

B.17 Parameter esub(g,r) Top-level elasticity (energy versus non-energy),

B.18 esubn(g,r) Top-level elasticity (among non-energy goods),

B.19 esubkl(g,r) Capital-labor elasticity within Each Sector

B.20 ;

B.21

B.22 *Updated elasticities based on Boreinger-Rutherford because GTAP elasticities are

too high

B.23 esub(g,r) = 0.5;
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B.24 esubn("C",r) = 1;

B.25 *esubva(g) is imported from the GTAP 7 database - available in the gdx file

created

B.26 esubkl(g,r) = esubva(g);

B.27 * For K-L elasticities, the value in GTAP leads to high substitution between

capital and labor it was 1.26

B.28 *for dynamic models, the number should always be 1 according to Ed, for all

sectors

B.29 *for developed economies this is good

B.30 esubkl("ele",r) = 0.5;

B.31

B.32

B.33 parameter

B.34 pubs(r) public spending;

B.35

B.36 pubs(r) = sum(j, vom(j,r)*rto(j,r))

B.37 +sum(g, sum(i, vdfm(i,g,r)*rtfd(i,g,r) + vifm(i,g,r)*rtfi(i,g,r)))

B.38 +sum(g, sum(f, vfm(f,g,r)*rtf(f,g,r)))

B.39 +sum((i,s), rtms(i,s,r) * (vxmd(i,s,r) * (1-rtxs(i,s,r)) + sum(j,vtwr(

j,i,s,r))))

B.40 -sum((i,s), rtxs(i,r,s) * vxmd(i,r,s));

B.41

B.42 Parameter elast(g,*) Elasticities;

B.43 *right hand side paramters are imported from GTAP 7 dgx file

B.44 *esubva = elasticity of substitution of labor and capital

B.45 elast(i,"esubkl") = esubva(i);

B.46 *esubd = elasticity of substitution between imports

B.47 elast(i,"esubm") = esubm(i);

B.48 *esubd = elasticity of substitution between domestic and imported products
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B.49 elast(i,"esubd") = esubd(i);

B.50

B.51 display elast;

B.52

B.53 set fe(i) Fossil fuels /col, oil, gas/,

B.54 en(g) Energy goods (including crude) /cru,col,oil,gas/,

B.55 *this is for nesting to allow for substitution

B.56 e(i) Energy inputs /col,oil,gas,ele/,

B.57 *those have a resource input

B.58 xe(i) Exhaustible energy /col,cru,gas/,

B.59

B.60 yy(g,r) Sectors which are in the model

B.61

B.62 con(g,r) Consumption

B.63 gov(g,r) Government Consumption

B.64 cru(g,r) Crude oil sector

B.65 oil(g,r) Oil refining sector

B.66 col(g,r) Coal extraction and distribution sector

B.67 gas(g,r) Gas extraction and distribution sector

B.68 ele(g,r) Electricity

B.69 oth(g,r) Other sectors;

B.70

B.71 Parameter vafm(i,g,r) Armington intermediate demand;

B.72 vafm(i,g,r) = vdfm(i,g,r)*(1+rtfd(i,g,r)) + vifm(i,g,r)*(1+rtfi(i,g,r));

B.73

B.74 parameter oilconsrpt;

B.75 oilconsrpt("dtax_rate") = rtfd("OIL","C","SAU");

B.76 oilconsrpt("ftax_rate") = rtfi("OIL","C","SAU");

B.77 oilconsrpt("vdfm_vifm") = vdfm("OIL","C","SAU");
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B.78 oilconsrpt("vifm_vifm") = vifm("OIL","C","SAU");

B.79 oilconsrpt("vafm") = vafm("OIL","C","SAU");

B.80 display oilconsrpt;

B.81

B.82

B.83 *the following is to clear any small flows

B.84 *if the 5 decimal places rounded value of vafm = 0 than set it to 0

B.85 vafm(i,g,r)$(round(vafm(i,g,r),5)=0) = 0;

B.86 *Clean (set to 0) the domestic and imports I-O in the total vafm is 0

B.87 vdfm(i,g,r)$(vafm(i,g,r)=0) = 0;

B.88 vifm(i,g,r)$(vafm(i,g,r)=0) = 0;

B.89

B.90 * Set up logical arrays which drive the MPSGE production blocks:

B.91 * yes$ sign is to set the value of the subset in case what’s between the brackets

is true, the following is have the sectors on if they exist in the region

B.92

B.93 yy(g,r) = yes$(vom(g,r)>0);

B.94 oil("oil",r) = yes$vom("oil",r);

B.95 cru("cru",r) = yes$vom("cru",r);

B.96 ele("ele",r) = yes$vom("ele",r);

B.97 col("col",r) = yes$vom("col",r);

B.98 gas("gas",r) = yes$vom("gas",r);

B.99 gov("g",r) = yes$vom("g",r);

B.100 con("c",r) = yes;

B.101 oth(yy(g,r)) = yes$(not (con(g,r)+oil(g,r)+cru(g,r)+ele(g,r)+col(g,r)+gas(g,r)+

gov(g,r)));

B.102 Display oth;

B.103

B.104
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B.105

B.106

B.107

B.108 Parameter bmkco2(fe,g,r) Benchmark carbon emissions;

B.109

B.110 bmkco2(fe,g,r) = 0;

B.111

B.112 * Treat resources as a specific factor:

B.113 *Aggregate factor endowmwnent at market price

B.114 evom("res",r) = 0;

B.115

B.116 Parameter etaen(g) Elasticity of supply /

B.117 col 1

B.118 gas 0.25,

B.119 cru 0.5 /;

B.120

B.121 *we will calculate the elasticity of substution to get the correct elastiticity

given the eata and value share

B.122 *the capital is in here because if we aggregate resources into capital (if doing

K-L model)

B.123 Parameter rvshare(f,r,g) Resource value share;

B.124 *the value is gross of tax

B.125 rvshare("res",r,en(i))$vom(i,r) = vfm("res",i,r)*(1+rtf0("res",i,r))/vom(i,r);

B.126 rvshare("cap",r,en(i))$vom(i,r) = vfm("cap",i,r)*(1+rtf0("cap",i,r))/vom(i,r);

B.127 Display rvshare;

B.128

B.129 * Elasticity of substitution:

B.130 *This following is building on the theory presented in Appendix F of Balestreri

and Tarr
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B.131 Parameter esubfe(r,g) Elasticity of substitution in fossil energy;

B.132 esubfe(r,g)$(1-rvshare("res",r,g)) = rvshare("res",r,g)/(1-rvshare("res",r,g)) *

etaen(g);

B.133 Display esubfe;

B.134

B.135 esub(xe,r) = esubfe(r,xe);

B.136 Display esub;

B.137

B.138 *elasticity of substitution on GTAP for armington is GTAP is high, so we put an

upper contraints on it - we pull the min

B.139 *the elasticity of substitution between the imports and composit

B.140 esubm(i) = min(esubm(i),10);

B.141 esubd(i) = min(esubd(i),esubm(i)/2);

B.142

B.143

B.144 Parameter co2acct Carbon emissions accounting /0/;

B.145

B.146

B.147 Parameter vfmres(f,g,r) Resource-specific factor use

B.148 vfmshr(g,r) Resource value share;

B.149

B.150 vfmshr(g,r)$vfm("res",g,r) = 0.01*vfm("res",g,r)*(1+rtf0("res",g,r)) /

B.151 sum(mf,vfm(mf,g,r)*(1+rtf0(mf,g,r)));

B.152

B.153 vfmres(mf,g,r) = vfmshr(g,r)*vfm(mf,g,r);

B.154 vfm(mf,g,r) = vfm(mf,g,r)*(1-vfmshr(g,r));

B.155

B.156

B.157 *The below can be taken out
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B.158 Parameter xq(i,s) Export quota

B.159 vxmdq(i,s,r) Exports subject to quota;

B.160 xq(i,s) = 0;

B.161 vxmdq(i,s,r) = 0;

B.162

B.163

B.164 Parameter esubecons elasticity of substitution between energy types in cons;

B.165 esubecons = 0.25;

B.166

B.167 Parameter eut switch on equal utility constraint;

B.168

B.169 eut = %equtil%;

B.170

B.171 $ontext

B.172 $model:gtap8

B.173

B.174 $SECTORS:

B.175 Y(g,r)$vom(g,r) ! Supply

B.176 A(i,g,r)$vafm(i,g,r) ! Armington

B.177 M(i,r)$vim(i,r) ! Imports

B.178 YT(j)$vtw(j) ! Trade services

B.179

B.180

B.181

B.182 $COMMODITIES:

B.183 P(g,r)$vom(g,r) ! Domestic output price

B.184 PA(i,g,r)$vafm(i,g,r) ! Armington aggregation

B.185 PM(j,r)$vim(j,r) ! Import price

B.186 PT(j)$vtw(j) ! Transportation services
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B.187 PF(f,r)$evom(f,r) ! Primary factors rent

B.188 PS(g,r)$vfm("res",g,r) ! Sector-specific primary factors

B.189 PXQ(i,s)$xq(i,s) ! Export quota

B.190

B.191

B.192 $CONSUMERS:

B.193 hh(r) ! household

B.194 govt(r) ! government

B.195

B.196 $auxiliary:

B.197 trn(r) ! endogenous transfer to keep real public spending fixed

B.198

B.199 * Consumption:

B.200

B.201 $PROD:Y(g,r)$con(g,r) s:esub(g,r) e:esubecons fe.tl(e):0 c:esubn(g,r)

B.202 o:P(g,r) q:vom(g,r) a:govt(r) t:rto(g,r)

B.203 i:PA(i,g,r) q:vafm(i,g,r) i.tl:$fe(i) c:$(not e(i)) e:$(e(i) and

not fe(i))

B.204

B.205

B.206 $PROD:Y(g,r)$gov(g,r) s:0

B.207 o:P(g,r) q:vom(g,r)

B.208 i:PA(i,g,r) q:vafm(i,g,r)

B.209

B.210

B.211 $REPORT:

B.212 v:vafm_(i,g,r)$vafm(i,g,r) i:PA(i,g,r) prod:Y(g,r)

B.213

B.214 $REPORT:
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B.215 v:vom_(g,r)$vom(g,r) o:P(g,r) prod:Y(g,r)

B.216

B.217

B.218

B.219 * Other sectors (EIS, Y, government and investment):

B.220 *other than consumption, oil, crude, electricity, coal and gas

B.221

B.222 $PROD:Y(g,r)$oth(g,r) s:esub(g,r) res:0 e:1 fe.tl(e):0 klm:0 m(klm):esubn(g,r)

va(klm):esubkl(g,r)

B.223 o:P(g,r) q:vom(g,r) a:govt(r) t:rto(g,r)

B.224 i:PA(i,g,r) q:vafm(i,g,r) i.tl:$fe(i) m:$(not e(i)) e:$(e(i) and

not fe(i))

B.225 i:PF(mf,r) q:vfm(mf,g,r) p:(1+rtf0(mf,g,r)) a:govt(r) t:rtf(mf,g

,r) va:

B.226 i:PS(g,r) q:vfm("res",g,r) p:(1+rtf0("res",g,r)) a:govt(r) t:rtf("

res",g,r) res:

B.227 i:PF(mf,r) q:vfmres(mf,g,r) p:(1+rtf0(mf,g,r)) a:govt(r) t:rtf(mf,g

,r) res:

B.228

B.229 * Electricity generation:

B.230

B.231 $PROD:Y(g,r)$ele(g,r) s:esub(g,r) e:0.5 fe.tl(e):0 klm:0 m(klm):esubn(g,r) va(

klm):esubkl(g,r)

B.232 o:P(g,r) q:vom(g,r) a:govt(r) t:rto(g,r)

B.233 i:PA(i,g,r) q:vafm(i,g,r) i.tl:$fe(i) m:$(not e(i)) e:$(e(i) and

not fe(i))

B.234 i:PF(mf,r) q:vfm(mf,g,r) p:(1+rtf0(mf,g,r)) va: a:govt(r) t:rtf

(mf,g,r)

B.235
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B.236 * Oil refining:

B.237

B.238 $PROD:Y(g,r)$oil(g,r) s:0 e:0 fe.tl(e):0 klm:0 m(klm):esubn(g,r) va(klm):

esubkl(g,r)

B.239 o:P(g,r) q:vom(g,r) a:govt(r) t:rto(g,r)

B.240 i:PA(i,g,r) q:vafm(i,g,r) i.tl:$fe(i) m:$(not e(i)) e:$(e(i) and

not fe(i))

B.241 i:PF(mf,r) q:vfm(mf,g,r) p:(1+rtf0(mf,g,r)) va: a:govt(r) t:rtf

(mf,g,r)

B.242

B.243

B.244 * Crude oil supply:

B.245

B.246 $PROD:Y(g,r)$cru(g,r) s:esub(g,r) e:0 fe.tl(e):0 klm:0 m(klm):esubn(g,r) va(klm

):esubkl(g,r) res:0

B.247 o:P(g,r) q:vom(g,r) a:govt(r) t:rto(g,r)

B.248 i:PA(i,g,r) q:vafm(i,g,r) i.tl:$fe(i) m:$(not e(i)) e:$(e(i) and

not fe(i))

B.249 i:PF(mf,r) q:vfm(mf,g,r) p:(1+rtf0(mf,g,r)) va: a:govt(r) t:rtf

(mf,g,r)

B.250 i:PS(g,r) q:vfm("res",g,r) p:(1+rtf0("res",g,r)) a:govt(r) t:rtf("

res",g,r) res:

B.251 i:PF(mf,r) q:vfmres(mf,g,r) p:(1+rtf0(mf,g,r)) a:govt(r) t:rtf(mf,g

,r) res:

B.252

B.253 * Gas supply:

B.254

B.255 $PROD:Y(g,r)$gas(g,r) s:esub(g,r) e:0 fe.tl(e):0 klm:0 m(klm):esubn(g,r) va(klm

):esubkl(g,r) res:0
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B.256 o:P(g,r) q:vom(g,r) a:govt(r) t:rto(g,r)

B.257 i:PA(i,g,r) q:vafm(i,g,r) i.tl:$fe(i) m:$(not e(i)) e:$(e(i) and

not fe(i))

B.258 i:PF(mf,r) q:vfm(mf,g,r) p:(1+rtf0(mf,g,r)) va: a:govt(r) t:rtf

(mf,g,r)

B.259 i:PS(g,r) q:vfm("res",g,r) p:(1+rtf0("res",g,r)) a:govt(r) t:rtf("

res",g,r) res:

B.260 i:PF(mf,r) q:vfmres(mf,g,r) p:(1+rtf0(mf,g,r)) a:govt(r) t:rtf(mf,g

,r) res:

B.261

B.262 * Coal supply:

B.263

B.264 $PROD:Y(g,r)$col(g,r) s:esub(g,r) e:0 fe.tl(e):0 klm:0 m(klm):esubn(g,r) va(klm

):esubkl(g,r) res:0

B.265 o:P(g,r) q:vom(g,r) a:govt(r) t:rto(g,r)

B.266 i:PA(i,g,r) q:vafm(i,g,r) i.tl:$fe(i) m:$(not e(i)) e:$(e(i) and

not fe(i))

B.267 i:PF(mf,r) q:vfm(mf,g,r) p:(1+rtf0(mf,g,r)) va: a:govt(r) t:rtf

(mf,g,r)

B.268 i:PS(g,r) q:vfm("res",g,r) p:(1+rtf0("res",g,r)) a:govt(r) t:rtf("

res",g,r) res:

B.269 i:PF(mf,r) q:vfmres(mf,g,r) p:(1+rtf0(mf,g,r)) a:govt(r) t:rtf(mf,g

,r) res:

B.270

B.271 * Armington composites:

B.272

B.273 $PROD:A(i,g,r)$vafm(i,g,r) s:esubd(i)

B.274 o:PA(i,g,r) q:vafm(i,g,r)
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B.275 i:P(i,r) q:vdfm(i,g,r) p:(1+rtfd0(i,g,r)) a:govt(r) t:rtfd(i,g,r

)

B.276 i:PM(i,r) q:vifm(i,g,r) p:(1+rtfi0(i,g,r)) a:govt(r) t:rtfi(i,g,r

)

B.277

B.278 $REPORT:

B.279 v:vdfm_(i,g,r)$vdfm(i,g,r) i:P(i,r) prod:A(i,g,r)

B.280 v:vifm_(i,g,r)$vifm(i,g,r) i:PM(i,r) prod:A(i,g,r)

B.281 v:vfm_(f,g,r)$vfm(f,g,r) i:PF(f,r) prod:Y(g,r)

B.282

B.283

B.284 $PROD:YT(j)$vtw(j) s:1

B.285 o:PT(j) q:vtw(j)

B.286 i:P(j,r) q:vst(j,r)

B.287

B.288 $REPORT:

B.289 V:R_vst(j,r)$vst(j,r) i:P(j,r) prod:YT(j)

B.290

B.291 $PROD:M(i,r)$vim(i,r) s:esubm(i) s.tl:0

B.292 o:PM(i,r) q:vim(i,r)

B.293 i:PXQ(i,s) q:vxmdq(i,s,r) p:1e-5 s.tl:

B.294 i:P(i,s) q:vxmd(i,s,r) p:pvxmd(i,s,r) s.tl:

B.295 + a:govt(s) t:(-rtxs(i,s,r)) a:govt(r) t:(rtms(i,s,r)*(1-rtxs(i,s,r

)))

B.296 i:PT(j)#(s) q:vtwr(j,i,s,r) p:pvtwr(i,s,r) s.tl:

B.297 + a:govt(r) t:rtms(i,s,r)

B.298

B.299 $REPORT:

B.300 V:vxmd_(i,r,s)$vxmd(i,r,s) i:P(i,r) prod:M(i,s)
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B.301

B.302 $DEMAND:hh(r)

B.303 d:P("c",r) q:vom("c",r)

B.304 e:P("c",rnum) q:vb(r)

B.305 e:P("i",r) q:(-vom("i",r))

B.306 e:PF(f,r) q:evom(f,r)

B.307 e:PS(j,r) q:vfm("res",j,r)

B.308 e:P("c",r) q:(-vom("g",r)+pubs(r)) r:trn(r)

B.309

B.310 $DEMAND:govt(r)

B.311 d:P("g",r) q:1

B.312 e:P("c",r) q:(vom("g",r)-pubs(r)) r:trn(r)

B.313

B.314

B.315 $constraint:trn(r)$(not sameas(r,"SAU"))

B.316 govt(r) =e= vom("g",r)*P("g",r);

B.317 $constraint:trn(r)$(sameas(r,"SAU"))

B.318 govt(r)$(not eut) + Y("c",r)$eut =e= (vom("g",r)*P("g",r))$(not eut) + 1

$eut;

B.319

B.320 $offtext

B.321 $sysinclude mpsgeset gtap8

B.322

B.323

B.324

B.325 Parameter kk,TRev,Spending;

B.326

B.327 kk=vom("g","SAU")-pubs("SAU");

B.328 TRev=pubs("SAU");
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B.329 Spending=vom("g","SAU");

B.330

B.331 dISPLAY TRev, Spending,KK;

B.332 *Filling in CO2 emissions

B.333 *bmkco2(fe,g,r)$vafm(fe,g,r) = eco2(fe,g,r)/1000;

B.334

B.335 gtap8.workspace=200;

B.336 gtap8.iterlim = 0;

B.337

B.338 trn.l(r) = 1;

B.339

B.340 $include gtap8.gen

B.341 *option savepoint=2;

B.342 gtap8.optfile=1;

B.343 option solvelink=2;

B.344 SOLVE gtap8 using mcp;

B.345 Abort$(gtap8.objval ge 1e-3) "Benchmarking fails";

B.346

B.347

B.348 Parameter SAM(*,*,*);

B.349 * For the output, we can sum vdfm(horizontally), exports(vxmd) and transport(vst)

, and then substract ’tax on output’,

B.350 * and this should match vom2 which is calculated in gtap8data.gms.

B.351 SAM(i,g,r)=vdfm(i,g,r);

B.352 SAM(i,’Trans in Trade’,r)=vst(i,r);

B.353 SAM(i,’Exports’,r)=sum(s, vxmd(i,r,s));

B.354 SAM(i,’Tax on output’,r)=-vom(i,r)*rto(i,r);

B.355
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B.356 * For the input, we can sum vdfm(vertically), vifm(vertically), vfm, and taxes (

rtfd, rtfi, and rtf, and this

B.357 * should match vom3 which is calculated in gtap8data.gms.

B.358 SAM(f,i,r)=vfm(f,i,r);

B.359 Alias(i,ii);

B.360

B.361 SAM(’Imports’,g,r)=sum(ii,vifm(ii,g,r));

B.362 SAM(’Comm Tax’,g,r)=sum(ii,rtfd(ii,g,r)*vdfm(ii,g,r)) ;

B.363 SAM(’Firm Tax’,i,r)=sum(ii,rtfi(ii,i,r)*vifm(ii,i,r)) ;

B.364 SAM(’Fac Tax’,i,r)=sum(f,rtf(f,i,r)*vfm(f,i,r)) ;

B.365

B.366 * You can see that vom2 and vom3 are equal, which means that SAM is balanced.

B.367

B.368 $ontext

B.369 Parameter SAM(*,*,*);

B.370 SAM(i,g,r)=vdfm(i,g,r);

B.371 SAM(i,’Trans in Trade’,r)=vst(i,r);

B.372 SAM(i,’Net Exports’,r)=sum(s, vxmd(i,r,s));

B.373 SAM(i,’Exports Subsidy’,r)=-sum(s, rtxs(i,r,s) * vxmd(i,r,s));

B.374 SAM(f,i,r)=vfm(f,i,r);

B.375 SAM(’Output Subsidy rate’,i,r)=vom(i,r)*rto(i,r);

B.376 SAM(’Imports’,i,r)=sum(ii,vifm(ii,i,r));

B.377 SAM(’Comm Tax’,g,r)=sum(ii,rtfd(ii,g,r)*vdfm(ii,g,r)) ;

B.378 SAM(’Firm Tax’,i,r)=sum(ii,rtfi(ii,i,r)*vifm(ii,i,r)) ;

B.379 SAM(’Fac Tax’,i,r)=sum(f,rtf(f,i,r)*vfm(f,i,r)) ;

B.380 *SAM(’Import Margins’,i,r)=sum(s,sum(j,vtwr(j,i,s,r))) ;

B.381 *SAM(’Transp Tax’,i,r)=sum(s, rtms(i,s,r) * (vxmd(i,s,r) * (1-rtxs(i,s,r)))) ;

B.382

B.383 SAM(i,’Transp Tax1’,r)=sum(s, rtms(i,s,r) * (vxmd(i,s,r) * (1-rtxs(i,s,r)))) ;
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B.384 SAM(i,’Import Margins1’,r)=sum(s,sum(j,vtwr(j,i,s,r))) ;

B.385 $offtext

B.386

B.387

B.388 $include gtap8.gen

B.389 gtap8.iterlim = 20000;

B.390 SOLVE gtap8 using mcp;

B.391

B.392

B.393 *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

B.394 *Documenting Output

B.395 *------------------------------------------------------------------------------

B.396 Sets iterr/iterr1*iterr10/;

B.397 Parameter Sol1(*,*,*,*,*),Sol2(*,*,*,*,*),Sol3(*,*,*,*,*),Sol4(*,*,*,*,*),Sol5

(*,*,*,*,*),Sol6(*,*,*,*,*),Sol7(*,*,*,*,*);

B.398 $onechoV > getsol.inc

B.399 Sol%1(iterr,’rtfd_’,i,g,r) = rtfd(i,g,r);

B.400 *Sol%1(iterr,’vafm_’,i,g,r) = vafm_.L(i,g,r);

B.401 *Sol%1(iterr,’vdfm_’,i,g,r) = vdfm_.L(i,g,r);

B.402 *Sol%1(iterr,’vifm_’,i,g,r) = vifm_.L(i,g,r);

B.403 *Sol%1(iterr,’vom_’,’’,g,r) = vom_.L(g,r);

B.404 *Sol%1(iterr,’Y’,’’,g,r) = Y.L(g,r);

B.405 Sol%1(iterr,"EV%",’’,’’,r) = 100 * (Y.L("c",r)-1);

B.406 *Sol%1(iterr,"VB",’’,’’,r) = vb(r);

B.407 Sol%1(iterr,"pubs",’’,’’,r) = pubs(r);

B.408 Sol%1(iterr,"trn",’’,’’,r) = trn.l(r);

B.409 Sol%1(iterr,"Transfer",’’,’’,r) = [-vom_.L("g",r)+pubs(r)]*trn.l(r);

B.410 *Sol%1(iterr,"PA",i,g,r) = PA.L(i,g,r);
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B.411 Sol%1(iterr,"Subdsidy",’’,’’,’’) = rtfd("oil","c","SAU")*vdfm_.L("oil","c","SAU")

+rtfd("oil","otp","SAU")*vdfm_.L("oil","otp","SAU");

B.412

B.413 $offecho

B.414 * suspend listing to save memory

B.415 $offlisting

B.416

B.417

B.418

B.419 *$ontext

B.420

B.421 parameter pltrpt(iterr,*)

B.422 plttrn(iterr,*)

B.423 pltsub(iterr,*)

B.424 pltEVS(iterr,*)

B.425 ;

B.426

B.427

B.428 *------------------------------------------------------------------------------

B.429 *Countefactual 1: Remove Subsidy given level of elasticities GASOLINE

B.430 *------------------------------------------------------------------------------

B.431

B.432 Loop(iterr,

B.433

B.434 rtfd("oil","c","SAU")=0;

B.435 rtfd("oil","otp","SAU")=0;

B.436

B.437 *rtfd("oil","c","SAU")=-0.6+0.1*(ORD(iterr)-1);

B.438 *rtfd("oil","otp","SAU")=-0.6+0.1*(ORD(iterr)-1);
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B.439

B.440

B.441 $batinclude getsol.inc 1

B.442 gtap8.iterlim = 20000;

B.443 $include gtap8.gen

B.444 SOLVE gtap8 using mcp;

B.445

B.446 pltrpt(iterr,"EV1G") = Y.l("c","SAU")-1;

B.447 plttrn(iterr,"trn1G") = trn.l("SAU");

B.448 plttrn(iterr,"Sub1G")=rtfd("oil","c","SAU")*vdfm_.L("oil","c","SAU")+rtfd("oil","

otp","SAU")*vdfm_.L("oil","otp","SAU");

B.449 );

B.450

B.451 $exit

B.452

B.453 *------------------------------------------------------------------------------

B.454 *Back to Benchmark

B.455 *------------------------------------------------------------------------------

B.456

B.457

B.458 rtfd("oil",g,"SAU")=rtfd0("oil",g,"SAU");

B.459 gtap8.iterlim = 20000;

B.460 $include gtap8.gen

B.461 SOLVE gtap8 using mcp;

B.462

B.463 *------------------------------------------------------------------------------

B.464 *Countefactual 1: Remove Subsidy given level of elasticities DIESEL

B.465 *------------------------------------------------------------------------------

B.466
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B.467 Loop(iterr,

B.468

B.469 rtfd("oil","otp","SAU")=rtfd0("oil","otp","SAU")+0.1*(ORD(iterr)-1);

B.470

B.471 $batinclude getsol.inc 2

B.472 gtap8.iterlim = 20000;

B.473 $include gtap8.gen

B.474 SOLVE gtap8 using mcp;

B.475

B.476 pltrpt(iterr,"EV1D") = Y.l("c","SAU")-1;

B.477 plttrn(iterr,"trn1D") = trn.l("SAU");

B.478 plttrn(iterr,"Sub1D")=rtfd("oil","c","SAU")*vdfm_.L("oil","c","SAU")+rtfd("oil","

otp","SAU")*vdfm_.L("oil","otp","SAU");

B.479

B.480 *pltsub(iterr,"Sub1")=[-vom("g","SAU")+pubs("SAU")]*trn.l("SAU")/[rtfd0("oil","c

","SAU")*vdfm("oil","c","SAU")];

B.481 );

B.482

B.483 *------------------------------------------------------------------------------

B.484 *Back to Benchmark

B.485 *------------------------------------------------------------------------------

B.486

B.487

B.488 rtfd("oil",g,"SAU")=rtfd0("oil",g,"SAU");

B.489 gtap8.iterlim = 20000;

B.490 $include gtap8.gen

B.491 SOLVE gtap8 using mcp;

B.492

B.493
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B.494 *------------------------------------------------------------------------------

B.495 *Countefactual 2: Adjust elasticity of substitution GASOLINE

B.496 *------------------------------------------------------------------------------

B.497

B.498

B.499 esubecons=1;

B.500 esub("c","SAU")=1;

B.501 esubn("c","SAU")=4;

B.502

B.503 Loop(iterr,

B.504

B.505 rtfd("oil","c","SAU")=rtfd0("oil","c","SAU")+0.1*(ORD(iterr)-1);

B.506 rtfd("oil","otp","SAU")=rtfd0("oil","otp","SAU")+0.1*(ORD(iterr)-1);

B.507

B.508 $batinclude getsol.inc 3

B.509 gtap8.iterlim = 20000;

B.510 $include gtap8.gen

B.511 SOLVE gtap8 using mcp;

B.512

B.513 pltrpt(iterr,"EV2G") = Y.l("c","SAU")-1;

B.514 plttrn(iterr,"trn2G") = trn.l("SAU");

B.515 pltsub(iterr,"Sub1G")=rtfd("oil","c","SAU")*vdfm_.L("oil","c","SAU")+rtfd("oil","

otp","SAU")*vdfm_.L("oil","otp","SAU");

B.516

B.517 *pltsub(iterr,"Sub2")=[-vom("g","SAU")+pubs("SAU")]*trn.l("SAU")/[rtfd0("oil","c

","SAU")*vdfm("oil","c","SAU")];

B.518 );

B.519

B.520
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B.521

B.522 *------------------------------------------------------------------------------

B.523 *Back to Benchmark

B.524 *------------------------------------------------------------------------------

B.525 esubecons=0.25;

B.526 esub("c","SAU")=0.5;

B.527 esubn("c","SAU")=1;

B.528

B.529

B.530 rtfd("oil",g,"SAU")=rtfd0("oil",g,"SAU");

B.531 gtap8.iterlim = 20000;

B.532 $include gtap8.gen

B.533 SOLVE gtap8 using mcp;

B.534

B.535 *------------------------------------------------------------------------------

B.536 *Countefactual 2: Adjust elasticity of substitution DIESEL

B.537 *------------------------------------------------------------------------------

B.538

B.539

B.540 esubecons=1;

B.541 esub("c","SAU")=1;

B.542 esubn("c","SAU")=4;

B.543

B.544 Loop(iterr,

B.545

B.546 rtfd("oil","otp","SAU")=rtfd0("oil","otp","SAU")+0.1*(ORD(iterr)-1);

B.547

B.548 $batinclude getsol.inc 4

B.549 gtap8.iterlim = 20000;
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B.550 $include gtap8.gen

B.551 SOLVE gtap8 using mcp;

B.552

B.553 pltrpt(iterr,"EV2D") = Y.l("c","SAU")-1;

B.554 plttrn(iterr,"trn2D") = trn.l("SAU");

B.555 pltsub(iterr,"Sub1D")=rtfd("oil","c","SAU")*vdfm_.L("oil","c","SAU")+rtfd("oil","

otp","SAU")*vdfm_.L("oil","otp","SAU");

B.556

B.557 *pltsub(iterr,"Sub2")=[-vom("g","SAU")+pubs("SAU")]*trn.l("SAU")/[rtfd0("oil","c

","SAU")*vdfm("oil","c","SAU")];

B.558 );

B.559

B.560

B.561

B.562 *------------------------------------------------------------------------------

B.563 *Back to Benchmark

B.564 *------------------------------------------------------------------------------

B.565 esubecons=0.25;

B.566 esub("c","SAU")=0.5;

B.567 esubn("c","SAU")=1;

B.568

B.569

B.570 rtfd("oil",g,"SAU")=rtfd0("oil",g,"SAU");

B.571 gtap8.iterlim = 20000;

B.572 $include gtap8.gen

B.573 SOLVE gtap8 using mcp;

B.574

B.575 *------------------------------------------------------------------------------

B.576 *Sensitivity Analysis I: for Energy non energy top level elasticity
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B.577 *------------------------------------------------------------------------------

B.578

B.579

B.580 Loop(iterr,

B.581

B.582 rtfd("oil","c","SAU")=0;

B.583 rtfd("oil","otp","SAU")=0;

B.584

B.585 esub("c","SAU")=0.5*[0.5+0.1*(ORD(iterr)-1)];

B.586

B.587 $batinclude getsol.inc 5

B.588 gtap8.iterlim = 20000;

B.589 $include gtap8.gen

B.590 SOLVE gtap8 using mcp;

B.591

B.592 pltEVS(iterr,"esub") = Y.l("c","SAU")-1;

B.593

B.594 );

B.595

B.596 *------------------------------------------------------------------------------

B.597 *Back to Benchmark

B.598 *------------------------------------------------------------------------------

B.599

B.600 esubecons=0.25;

B.601 esub("c","SAU")=0.5;

B.602 esubn("c","SAU")=1;

B.603

B.604

B.605 rtfd("oil",g,"SAU")=rtfd0("oil",g,"SAU");
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B.606 gtap8.iterlim = 20000;

B.607 $include gtap8.gen

B.608 SOLVE gtap8 using mcp;

B.609

B.610 *------------------------------------------------------------------------------

B.611 *Sensitivity Analysis II: esubecons

B.612 *------------------------------------------------------------------------------

B.613

B.614

B.615 Loop(iterr,

B.616

B.617 rtfd("oil","c","SAU")=0;

B.618 rtfd("oil","otp","SAU")=0;

B.619

B.620 esubecons=0.25*[0.5+0.1*(ORD(iterr)-1)];

B.621

B.622 $batinclude getsol.inc 6

B.623 gtap8.iterlim = 20000;

B.624 $include gtap8.gen

B.625 SOLVE gtap8 using mcp;

B.626

B.627 pltEVS(iterr,"esubecons") = Y.l("c","SAU")-1;

B.628

B.629 );

B.630

B.631 *------------------------------------------------------------------------------

B.632 *Back to Benchmark

B.633 *------------------------------------------------------------------------------

B.634 esubecons=0.25;
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B.635 esub("c","SAU")=0.5;

B.636 esubn("c","SAU")=1;

B.637

B.638

B.639 rtfd("oil","c","SAU")=rtfd0("oil","c","SAU");

B.640 gtap8.iterlim = 20000;

B.641 $include gtap8.gen

B.642 SOLVE gtap8 using mcp;

B.643

B.644 *------------------------------------------------------------------------------

B.645 *Sensitivity Analysis III: esubn

B.646 *------------------------------------------------------------------------------

B.647

B.648

B.649 Loop(iterr,

B.650 rtfd("oil","c","SAU")=0;

B.651 rtfd("oil","otp","SAU")=0;

B.652

B.653 esubn("c","SAU")=1*[0.5+0.1*(ORD(iterr)-1)];

B.654

B.655 $batinclude getsol.inc 7

B.656 gtap8.iterlim = 20000;

B.657 $include gtap8.gen

B.658 SOLVE gtap8 using mcp;

B.659

B.660 pltEVS(iterr,"esubn") = Y.l("c","SAU")-1;

B.661

B.662 );

B.663
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B.664

B.665 $batinclude plot pltrpt

B.666 $batinclude plot plttrn

B.667 $batinclude plot pltsub

B.668 $batinclude plot pltEVS

B.669

B.670

B.671 $onecho > option.txt

B.672 par=Sol1 rng=Benchmark-Gas!A1

B.673 par=Sol2 rng=Benchmark-Die!A1

B.674 par=Sol3 rng=HighElast_Gas!A1

B.675 par=Sol4 rng=HighElast_Die!A1

B.676 par=Sol5 rng=esub!A1

B.677 par=Sol6 rng=esubcon!A1

B.678 par=Sol7 rng=esubn!A1

B.679

B.680 $offecho

B.681

B.682

B.683 $set outputgdx SAU_Output

B.684 Execute_unload ’%outputgdx%.gdx’, Sol1,Sol2, Sol3, Sol4, Sol5, Sol6, Sol7;

B.685 Execute ’gdxxrw %outputgdx%.gdx @option.txt’;

B.686 *par=sol1 rng=Sheet10!A1’;
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APPENDIX C - ECONOMIC LINKAGES MODEL CODE CHAPTER 3

C.1 $title LC.GMS Calculate local content (LC)

C.2

C.3 * Implement all countries.

C.4

C.5 set g(*) Goods plus C and G;

C.6

C.7 $gdxin ’C:\Users\527341\Documents\CSM\Papers\Local Content\GTAP8\Local Content

\2007\Data\gtap8ingams_2007.gdx’

C.8

C.9

C.10 $load g

C.11

C.12 set i(g) Goods

C.13 f(*) Factors;

C.14 $load f i

C.15

C.16 $if not defined r set r(*) Regions;

C.17 $if not defined r $load r

C.18

C.19 alias (r,s), (i,j,k);

C.20

C.21 display r;

C.22

C.23 parameters

C.24 vfm(f,g,r) Endowments - Firms’ purchases at market prices,
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C.25 vdfm(i,g,r) Intermediates - firms’ domestic purchases at market

prices,

C.26 vifm(i,g,r) Intermediates - firms’ imports at market prices,

C.27 vxmd(i,r,s) Trade - bilateral exports at market prices,

C.28 vst(i,r) Trade - exports for international transportation,

C.29 vtwr(i,j,r,s) Trade - Margins for international transportation at world

prices;

C.30

C.31 $load vfm vdfm vifm vxmd vst vtwr

C.32

C.33 parameter

C.34 rto(g,r) Output (or income) subsidy rates

C.35 rtf(f,g,r) Primary factor and commodity rates taxes

C.36 rtfd(i,g,r) Firms domestic tax rates

C.37 rtfi(i,g,r) Firms’ import tax rates

C.38 rtxs(i,r,s) Export subsidy rates

C.39 rtms(i,r,s) Import taxes rates;

C.40

C.41 $load rto rtf rtfd rtfi rtxs rtms

C.42

C.43

C.44 * Declare some intermediate arrays which are required to

C.45 * evaluate tax rates:

C.46

C.47 parameter vdm(g,r) Aggregate demand for domestic output,

C.48 vom(g,r) Total supply at market prices;

C.49

C.50 vdm(i,r) = sum(g, vdfm(i,g,r));

C.51 vom(i,r) = vdm(i,r) + sum(s, vxmd(i,r,s)) + vst(i,r);
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C.52

C.53

C.54 parameter

C.55 rtf0(f,g,r) Primary factor and commodity rates taxes

C.56 rtfd0(i,g,r) Firms domestic tax rates

C.57 rtfi0(i,g,r) Firms’ import tax rates

C.58 rtxs0(i,r,s) Export subsidy rates

C.59 rtms0(i,r,s) Import taxes rates;

C.60

C.61 rtf0(f,g,r) = rtf(f,g,r);

C.62 rtfd0(i,g,r) = rtfd(i,g,r);

C.63 rtfi0(i,g,r) = rtfi(i,g,r);

C.64 rtxs0(i,r,s) = rtxs(i,r,s);

C.65 rtms0(i,r,s) = rtms(i,r,s);

C.66

C.67 parameter pvxmd(i,s,r) Import price (power of benchmark tariff)

C.68 pvtwr(i,s,r) Import price for transport services;

C.69

C.70 pvxmd(i,s,r) = (1+rtms0(i,s,r)) * (1-rtxs0(i,s,r));

C.71 pvtwr(i,s,r) = 1+rtms0(i,s,r);

C.72

C.73 parameter

C.74 vtw(j) Aggregate international transportation services,

C.75 vpm(r) Aggregate private demand,

C.76 vgm(r) Aggregate public demand,

C.77 vim(i,r) Aggregate imports,

C.78 evom(f,r) Aggregate factor endowment at market prices,

C.79 vb(*) Current account balance;

C.80
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C.81 vtw(j) = sum(r, vst(j,r));

C.82 vom("c",r) = sum(i, vdfm(i,"c",r)*(1+rtfd0(i,"c",r)) + vifm(i,"c",r)*(1+rtfi0(i,"

c",r)));

C.83 vom("g",r) = sum(i, vdfm(i,"g",r)*(1+rtfd0(i,"g",r)) + vifm(i,"g",r)*(1+rtfi0(i,"

g",r)));

C.84 vom("i",r) = sum(i, vdfm(i,"i",r)*(1+rtfd0(i,"i",r)) + vifm(i,"i",r)*(1+rtfi0(i,"

i",r)));

C.85

C.86 vdm("c",r) = vom("c",r);

C.87 vdm("g",r) = vom("g",r);

C.88 vim(i,r) = sum(g, vifm(i,g,r));

C.89 evom(f,r) = sum(g, vfm(f,g,r));

C.90 vb(r) = vom("c",r) + vom("g",r) + vom("i",r)

C.91 - sum(f, evom(f,r))

C.92 - sum(j, vom(j,r)*rto(j,r))

C.93 - sum(g, sum(i, vdfm(i,g,r)*rtfd(i,g,r) + vifm(i,g,r)*rtfi(i,g,r)))

C.94 - sum(g, sum(f, vfm(f,g,r)*rtf(f,g,r)))

C.95 - sum((i,s), rtms(i,s,r) * (vxmd(i,s,r) * (1-rtxs(i,s,r)) + sum(j,vtwr(j

,i,s,r))))

C.96 + sum((i,s), rtxs(i,r,s) * vxmd(i,r,s));

C.97

C.98 vb("chksum") = sum(r, vb(r));

C.99 display vb;

C.100

C.101

C.102 * Calculate local content

C.103 set

C.104 g_lc(g) /C_G,OIL,GDT/;

C.105 * g_lc(g) /CRU/,
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C.106 * r_lc(r) /AUS,AZE,BRA,CAN,CHN,COL,DNK,ECU,EGY,IND,IDN,IRN,ITA,KAZ,

MYS,MEX,NGA,NOR,PER,ROU,RUS,THA,ZAF,GBR,VEN,VNM,XSE,XCB,XSU,XWS,XNF,XWF,XCF,

XAC,XEC,XSC/;

C.107 * r_lc(r) /AUS,BRA,CAN,COL,GBR,IND,IDN,KAZ,MEX,MYS,NOR,ROU,RUS,THA,

TUR,VEN,VNM,ZAF/;

C.108 * r_lc(r) /AUS/;

C.109

C.110 set

C.111 junk /v_dfm,d_t,v_ifm,i_t,v_afm,l_c,junk2/;

C.112

C.113 parameter

C.114 vdfm_lc(i,g,r)

C.115 vifm_lc(i,g,r)

C.116 vafm_lc(i,g,r)

C.117 d_tax(i,g,r)

C.118 i_tax(i,g,r)

C.119 lc(i,g,r)

C.120 result(i,g,r,junk)

C.121 ;

C.122

C.123 vdfm_lc(i,g,r)$g_lc(g) = vdfm(i,g,r);

C.124 vifm_lc(i,g,r)$g_lc(g) = vifm(i,g,r);

C.125 d_tax(i,g,r) = vdfm_lc(i,g,r)*rtfd0(i,g,r);

C.126 i_tax(i,g,r) = vifm_lc(i,g,r)*rtfi0(i,g,r);

C.127

C.128 vafm_lc(i,g,r)$g_lc(g) = vdfm(i,g,r)*(1+rtfd0(i,g,r)) + vifm(i,g,r)*(1+rtfi0(i,g,

r));

C.129 lc(i,g,r)$vafm_lc(i,g,r) = vdfm_lc(i,g,r) / vafm_lc(i,g,r);

C.130
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C.131 result(i,g,r,"v_dfm")$g_lc(g) = vdfm_lc(i,g,r);

C.132 result(i,g,r,"d_t")$g_lc(g) = d_tax(i,g,r);

C.133 result(i,g,r,"v_ifm")$g_lc(g) = vifm_lc(i,g,r);

C.134 result(i,g,r,"i_t")$g_lc(g) = i_tax(i,g,r);

C.135 result(i,g,r,"v_afm")$g_lc(g) = vafm_lc(i,g,r);

C.136 result(i,g,r,"l_c")$g_lc(g) = lc(i,g,r);

C.137 result(i,g,r,"junk2")$g_lc(g) = 1;

C.138

C.139 *display vdfm_lc,vifm_lc,d_tax,i_tax,lc;

C.140

C.141

C.142 *SAM calculation

C.143 * SAM1, SAM2 and dif are just checking if SAM is correct or not.

C.144 Parameter

C.145 SAM(*,*,*)

C.146 SAM1

C.147 SAM2

C.148 dif;

C.149 * For the output, we can sum vdfm(horizontally), exports(vxmd) and transport(vst)

, and then substract ’tax on output’,

C.150 * and this should match vom which is calculated in gtap7data.gms.

C.151 SAM(i,g,r)=vdfm(i,g,r)+vifm(i,g,r);

C.152 SAM(i,’Trans in Trade’,r)=vst(i,r);

C.153 SAM(i,’Exports’,r)=sum(s, vxmd(i,r,s));

C.154

C.155 SAM1(i,r) = sum(g,SAM(i,g,r)) + SAM(i,’Exports’,r) + SAM(i,’Trans in Trade’,r);

C.156

C.157
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C.158 * For the input, we can sum vdfm(vertically), vifm(vertically), vfm, and taxes (

rtfd, rtfi, and rtf, and this

C.159 * should match vom3 which is calculated in gtap7data.gms.

C.160 SAM(f,i,r)=vfm(f,i,r);

C.161 Alias(i,ii);

C.162 *SAM(’Imports’,i,r)=sum(ii,vifm(ii,i,r));

C.163 SAM(’Comm Tax’,i,r)=sum(ii,rtfd(ii,i,r)*vdfm(ii,i,r)) ;

C.164 SAM(’Firm Tax’,i,r)=sum(ii,rtfi(ii,i,r)*vifm(ii,i,r)) ;

C.165 SAM(’Fac Tax’,i,r)=sum(f,rtf(f,i,r)*vfm(f,i,r)) ;

C.166 SAM(’Tax on output’,i,r)=vom(i,r)*rto(i,r);

C.167

C.168 SAM2(i,r) = sum(j,vdfm(j,i,r))

C.169 + sum(f,SAM(f,i,r))

C.170 + SAM(’Comm Tax’,i,r)

C.171 + SAM(’Firm Tax’,i,r)

C.172 + SAM(’Fac Tax’,i,r)

C.173 + SAM(’Tax on output’,i,r);

C.174

C.175 dif(i,r) = SAM1(i,r) - SAM2(i,r);

C.176 dif(’total’,r) = sum(i,dif(i,r));

C.177 dif(i,’total’) = sum(r,dif(i,r));

C.178 dif(’total’,’total’) = sum(i,dif(i,’total’));

C.179

C.180

C.181

C.182 * Calculate linkages (backward linkage (CW and R) and forward linkage)

C.183

C.184 set

C.185 junk_ /a_d_,junk3/;
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C.186

C.187 set

C.188 junkk /blcw,flcw,nblcw,nflcw,blr,flr,nblr,nflr,z_junk/;

C.189

C.190 parameter

C.191 a_d(i,j,*) A matrix for domestic and imports

C.192 bl_cw(j,r) CW backward linkage

C.193 fl_cw(i,r) CW forward linkage

C.194 nbl_cw(j,r) normalized cw bl

C.195 nfl_cw(i,r) normalized cw fl

C.196 result2(*,*,junkk)

C.197 f1(i,r) difference between vom and sum of intermidate demand

C.198 f2(i,r) adding up final demand and export

C.199 f_C_G(r)

C.200 check(*,*) check if f1 and f2 match

C.201 ncol(r) number of col in the matrix

C.202 nrow(r) number of raws in the matrix

C.203 ;

C.204

C.205 a_d(i,j,r)$vom(j,r) = (vdfm(i,j,r)+vifm(i,j,r))/vom(j,r);

C.206 bl_cw(j,r) = sum(i,a_d(i,j,r));

C.207 fl_cw(i,r) = sum(j,a_d(i,j,r));

C.208

C.209

C.210 ncol(r) = sum(j$bl_cw(j,r), 1);

C.211 nrow(r) = sum(i$fl_cw(i,r), 1);

C.212

C.213

C.214 *Test if matrix is square
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C.215

C.216 *scalar region;

C.217 *loop(r,

C.218 * region = ord(r);

C.219 * abort$(ncol(r)<>nrow(r)) "Not a square matrix for region ",region;

C.220 *);

C.221

C.222

C.223 * The below need to include a dynamic dimension for the size of matrix

C.224 nbl_cw(j,r) = ncol(r)*bl_cw(j,r)/sum(i,bl_cw(i,r));

C.225 nfl_cw(i,r) = nrow(r)*fl_cw(i,r)/sum(j,fl_cw(j,r));

C.226

C.227 result2(j,r,"blcw") = bl_cw(j,r);

C.228 result2(i,r,"flcw") = fl_cw(i,r);

C.229 result2(j,r,"nblcw") = nbl_cw(j,r);

C.230 result2(i,r,"nflcw") = nfl_cw(i,r);

C.231 result2(i,r,"z_junk") = 1;

C.232

C.233 f1(i,r) = vom(i,r) - sum(j,vdfm(i,j,r));

C.234 f2(i,r) = vdfm(i,"c",r) + vdfm(i,"g",r) + vdfm(i,"i",r)

C.235 + sum(s, vxmd(i,r,s)) + vst(i,r);

C.236 check(i,r) = f1(i,r) - f2(i,r);

C.237 check("total",r) = sum(i,check(i,r));

C.238 check("total","total") = sum(r,check("total",r));

C.239

C.240 f_C_G(r) = f1("C_G",r);

C.241

C.242

C.243 Set ired(i);
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C.244 parameter tmpa(i,j),ainv(i,j,r);

C.245

C.246 loop(r,

C.247 ired(i) = no;

C.248 ired(i) = fl_cw(i,r) > 0;

C.249 display ired;

C.250 tmpa(i,j) = a_d(i,j,r);

C.251 execute_unload ’matrix.gdx’,tmpa=a,ired=i;

C.252 execute ’gams inversion.gms lo=0’;

C.253 * abort$errorlevel ’Something wrong with matrix inversion’

C.254 execute_load ’matrixinv.gdx’, tmpa=ainv;

C.255 ainv(i,j,r) = tmpa(i,j);

C.256 );

C.257

C.258

C.259 parameter

C.260 bl_r(j,r) R backward linkage

C.261 fl_r(i,r) R forward linkage

C.262 nbl_r(j,r) normalized R bl

C.263 nfl_r(i,r) normalized R fl

C.264 result3(*,*,junkk)

C.265 ;

C.266

C.267 bl_r(j,r) = sum(i,ainv(i,j,r));

C.268 fl_r(i,r) = sum(j,ainv(i,j,r));

C.269

C.270

C.271

C.272 nbl_r(j,r) = ncol(r)*bl_r(j,r)/sum(i,bl_r(i,r));
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C.273 nfl_r(i,r) = nrow(r)*fl_r(i,r)/sum(j,fl_r(j,r));

C.274

C.275 result3(j,r,"blr") = bl_r(j,r);

C.276 result3(i,r,"flr") = fl_r(i,r);

C.277 result3(j,r,"nblr") = nbl_r(j,r);

C.278 result3(i,r,"nflr") = nfl_r(i,r);

C.279 result3(i,r,"z_junk") = 1;

C.280

C.281

C.282

C.283

C.284 execute_unload ’C:\Users\527341\Documents\CSM\Papers\Local Content\GTAP8\Local

Content\2007\Result\Output2007_total_cw.gdx’,

C.285 a_d, ainv, SAM, i, r, result2, result3, f_C_G, g_lc, i, r;
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APPENDIX D - ECONOMIC LINKAGES MODEL CODE CHAPTER 3

D.1 $title Optimal Control Model

D.2

D.3 *----------------------------------------------------------

D.4 * Agent can use domesitc labor and / or foreing experts to produce the

exhaustible resource

D.5 * Assuming a perfect competition environment

D.6 * and linear demand function [Demand = A- B*P{t)]

D.7 * No Local Content Requirements

D.8 *----------------------------------------------------------

D.9

D.10

D.11 Set T Time Periods /1*100/

D.12 t0(t) time period subset of t;

D.13

D.14 t0(t)=yes$(ord(t) eq 1);

D.15

D.16 Scalars

D.17 DR Discount Rate /0.02/

D.18 A Demand Intercept /4/

D.19 B Slope of Demand /0.4/

D.20 CF Cost of Foreign Input /1/

D.21 CD Cost of Domestic Input /2/

D.22 R0 Initial Reserves /36.95/

D.23 delta Share of domestic labor in cost /0.33/

D.24 rho elasticity of substitution /1/

D.25 m spill over multiplier benefit /0.85/
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D.26 mmax maximum social benefit from hiring locals /0/

D.27 RSB Rate of social benefit /0/

D.28 LRate Learning rate /0.1/;

D.29 ;

D.30

D.31 Parameter

D.32 DRP Discount Rate Parameter

D.33 P(T) Price Path

D.34 Q(T) Production Path

D.35 rho1 Rho - 1

D.36 rho2 1 divided by rho-1

D.37 ;

D.38

D.39 DRP=1/(1+DR);

D.40 rho1=rho-1;

D.41 rho2=1/rho-1;

D.42

D.43 Positive Variables

D.44 Ld(T) Domestic Labor

D.45 Lf(T) Foreign Experts

D.46 R(T) Reserves

D.47 L(T) User Cost

D.48 ;

D.49 *Give initial values

D.50 Ld.L(T)=1;

D.51 LF.L(T)=1;

D.52 L.L(T)=.1;

D.53

D.54
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D.55 Equations

D.56 FOCD(T) FOC Related to Domestic Input

D.57 FOCF(T) FOC Related to Foreign Input

D.58 FOC2(T) FOC related to shadow price movement

D.59 Depletion(T) Resource Constraint

D.60 ;

D.61

D.62 *$ontext CD

D.63 FOCD(T).. L(T)*delta*((Lf(T)/Ld(T))**(1-delta))+(CD-CF)*exp(LRate*(R(T)-R0)

)+CF-RSB*mmax*exp(-RSB*Ld(T))-m=g=(A-B*(Ld(T)**delta)*(Lf(T)**(1-delta)))*

delta*((Lf(T)/Ld(T))**(1-delta));

D.64 FOCF(T).. L(T)*(1-delta)*((Ld(T)/Lf(T))**(delta))+CF=g=(A-B*(Ld(T)**delta)

*(Lf(T)**(1-delta)))*(1-delta)*((Ld(T)/Lf(T))**(delta));

D.65 FOC2(T).. L(T)*(1+DR)+(CD-CF)*Ld(T)*LRate*exp(LRate*(R(T)-R0))=g=L(T+1);

D.66 Depletion(T).. R0$t0(T)+R(T-1)-(Ld(T)**delta)*(Lf(T)**(1-delta))=g=R(T);

D.67 *$offtext

D.68

D.69

D.70 $ontext CES

D.71 FOCD(T).. CD-m+L(T)*delta*(Ld(T)**rho1)*[(delta*(Ld(T)**rho)+(1-delta)*(Lf(

T)**rho))**(rho2)]=g=(A-B*((delta*(Ld(T)**rho)+(1-delta)*(Lf(T)**rho))**(1/

rho)))*delta*(Ld(T)**rho1)*((delta*(Ld(T)**rho)+(1-delta)*(Lf(T)**rho))**rho2

);

D.72 FOCF(T).. 1+L(T)*(1-delta)*(Lf(T)**rho1)*[(delta*(Ld(T)**rho)+(1-delta)*(Lf

(T)**rho))**(rho2)]=g=(A-B*((delta*(Ld(T)**rho)+(1-delta)*(Lf(T)**rho))**(1/

rho)))*(1-delta)*(Lf(T)**rho1)*((delta*(Ld(T)**rho)+(1-delta)*(Lf(T)**rho))**

rho2);

D.73 FOC2(T).. L(T)*(1+DR)=g=L(T+1);
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D.74 Depletion(T).. R0$t0(T)+R(T-1)-((Delta*(Ld(T)**rho)+(1-delta)*(Lf(T)**rho))**(1/

rho))=g=R(T);

D.75 $offtext

D.76

D.77 MODEL Hotelling /FOCD.Ld, FOCF.Lf, FOC2.R, Depletion.L/;

D.78

D.79 *R.L(TFirst(T))=R0;

D.80

D.81

D.82 Solve Hotelling using mcp;

D.83

D.84 Q(T)=(Ld.L(T)**delta)*(Lf.L(T)**(1-delta));

D.85 *Q(T)=(delta*(Ld.L(T)**rho)+(1-delta)*(Lf.L(T)**rho))**(1/rho);

D.86 P(T)=A-B*Q(T);

D.87

D.88 Sets iter/LCL00*LCL05/;

D.89

D.90 Parameter Sol1(*,*,*), Sol2(*,*,*);

D.91

D.92 $onechoV > getsol.inc

D.93 * %1 : solution parameter number

D.94 Sol%1(iter,’LD(t)’,t)=LD.L(t);

D.95 Sol%1(iter,’LF(t)’,t)=LF.L(t);

D.96 Sol%1(iter,’Q(t)’,t)=Q(t);

D.97 Sol%1(iter,’P(t)’,t)=P(t);

D.98 Sol%1(iter,’Lamda(t)’,t)=L.L(t)$Q(T);

D.99 Sol%1(iter,’Cd’,t)=((CD-CF)*exp(LRate*(R.L(T)-R0))+CF)$Q(T);

D.100 Sol%1(iter,’Cf’,t)=CF$Q(T);

D.101 Sol%1(iter,’Reserves’,t)=R.L(T);
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D.102 Sol%1(iter,’Revenues(t)’,t)=P(T)*Q(T);

D.103 Sol%1(iter,’Cost’,t)=((CD-CF)*exp(LRate*(R.L(T)-R0))+CF)*LD.L(t)+Cf*LF.L(t);

D.104 Sol%1(iter,’Cashflow’,t)=P(T)*Q(T)-((CD-CF)*exp(LRate*(R.L(T)-R0))+CF)*LD.L(t)-Cf

*LF.L(t);

D.105 Sol%1(iter,’SB’,t)=m*Ld.L(T)+mmax-mmax*exp(-RSB*Ld.L(T));

D.106 Sol%1(iter,’LCl’,t)$(LF.L(T))=LD.L(t)/[LD.L(t)+LF.L(t)];

D.107 Sol%1(iter,’LCc’,t)$(LF.L(T))=((CD-CF)*exp(LRate*(R.L(T)-R0))+CF)*LD.L(T)/[((CD-

CF)*exp(LRate*(R.L(T)-R0))+CF)*LD.L(T)+CF*LF.L(T)];

D.108

D.109 $offecho

D.110 * suspend listing to save memory

D.111 $offlisting

D.112

D.113 *----------------------------------------

D.114 *Counterfactual

D.115 *----------------------------------------

D.116 *Solve Hotelling using MCP;

D.117 $batinclude getsol.inc 1

D.118 $exit

D.119

D.120

D.121 Sets iter/LCL00*LCL05/;

D.122 Loop(iter,

D.123 LRate=0.05*ORD(iter)+0.05;

D.124 Solve Hotelling using MCP;

D.125 Q(T)=(Ld.L(T)**delta)*(Lf.L(T)**(1-delta));

D.126 P(T)=A/B-Q(T)/B;

D.127 $batinclude getsol.inc 1

D.128 );
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D.129

D.130 $exit

D.131 LCL=0;

D.132 Solve Hotelling using MCP;

D.133

D.134 Loop(iter,

D.135 LCC=0.2*ORD(iter)-0.2;

D.136 Solve Hotelling using MCP;

D.137 Q(T)=Kf*Lf.L(T)+Kd(T)*Ld.L(T);

D.138 P(T)=A/B-Q(T)/B;

D.139 $batinclude getsol.inc 2

D.140 );

D.141

D.142 $onecho > option.txt

D.143 par=Sol1 rng=Labor!A1

D.144 par=Sol2 rng=Cost!A1

D.145 $offecho

D.146

D.147 $set outputgdx Hotelling_LC

D.148 Execute_unload ’%outputgdx%.gdx’,Sol1,Sol2;

D.149 Execute ’gdxxrw %outputgdx%.gdx @option.txt’;
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